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OBJECTIVES & DESIGN 
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1 

MARKET SEGMENTS. Quantitatively segment the outdoor industry 
marketplace and develop a robust understanding of each segment. 

OUTDOORS DEFINED. Understand how the general population defines 
the outdoors and what the outdoors means to them – anything from a walk 
through local open space to a wilderness area backpacking trip. 

MARKET SIZE. Identify the full U.S. consumer market potential for the 
outdoor industry in its current state, how that will evolve based on changing 
demographics, and implications on the industry given these dynamics. 

OBJECTIVES & DESIGN 
THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

VISION.  Based on an intimate understanding of each target segment, 
identify the segments of highest potential for the outdoor industry.  
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12 completed 

42 completed 

OBJECTIVES & DESIGN 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 

Identified the consumer definition of outdoor and recreation 
to inform the development of the quantitative survey. 

Key areas of inquiry: 
•  Life stage exploration 
•  Perceptions of the outdoor recreation category 
•  Current & potential future engagement 
•  Outdoor retail behavior & expectations 

DIGITAL VIDEOS OF OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
Consumer-generation videos to share their preferred 
outdoor activities and motivations and hindrances 

DIGITAL IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS 
One-on-one Skype interviews with hand 
selected video respondents  

CONSUMER INTERVIEWS 
An introduction to the outdoor consumer and 
their their relationship with the outdoors 
48 completed 

Participants were given two assignments 
•  Take us to a place where you really enjoy being outside 
•  Take us to a place where you really enjoy being active outside 
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NATIONALLY REPRESENTATIVE  
MALES AND FEMALES  
18-65 YEARS OLD 

ü  Spend at least one hour outside per week 

ü Have participated in at least one outdoor activity in the past 12 
months (traditional or non-traditional, or other)  

ü Have purchased apparel, footwear, or equipment for use in their 

outdoor activities 

ü Quotas set on ethnicity 

  

60% 
QUALIFICATION 
RATE 

2,562 RESPONDENTS 

OBJECTIVES & DESIGN 
QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH 

A ROBUST  
30 

MINUTE 
ONLINE SURVEY 

Field conducted  
July 9 – July 18 2014  
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OBJECTIVES & DESIGN 
AREAS OF EXPLORATION 

MOTIVATORS 
 

What motivates them to get 
outside? Which motivators 

are most important?  

HINDRANCES 
 

What prevents them from 
getting outside? Which of 

these are the most 
significant barriers?  

 
 

OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
 

What type of activities do 
they participate in? How do 

they engage with the 
outdoors? How do the 
outdoors fit into their 

lifestyle? 

HEALTH & FITNESS 
 

What are their attitudes 
towards health and 

wellness? What is their 
activity level?  

 
 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

What technology do they 
use in general? How does 
this change when it comes 

to engaging with the 
outdoors?  

BRANDS & SHOPPING 
 

What do they look for in a 
product or a shopping 
experience? What are 

some brands they use for 
their outdoor activities? 
What are their shopping 

habits?  

PAST & FUTURE 
INVOLVEMENT 

 
What has their outdoor 

engagement and activity 
level looked like in the 

past? What do they think it 
will look like in the future? 

How have life-stage 
factors, like kids, 
influenced their 
engagement?   

FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN 
NEED DRIVERS 

 
How do they see 

themselves on a macro 
level? What drives them in 

their day-to-day?  
 
 

OUR 30 MINUTE ONLINE SURVEY EXPLORED THE FOLLOWING AREAS IN-DEPTH:  
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60% 
QUALIFICATION 
RATE 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES 
§  Included a list of 24 traditional activities 
§  Defined by activities from past participation 

studies 
§  Includes activities like hiking, hunting, fishing, 

as well as running/jogging and swimming 
§  People selected an average of 4.5 traditional 

outdoor activities (participated in past year)  

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES 
§  Included a list of 19 non-traditional activities 
§  Defined by activities identified in qualitative 

work 
§  Includes leisure activities like relaxing outside, 

going to the beach, barbecuing/picnicking, as 
well as fitness-related activities like Crossfit, 
outdoor yoga, etc.  

§  People selected an average of 9.9 non-
traditional outdoor activities (participated in 
past year)  

 
 

NATIONALLY REPRESENTATIVE  
MALES AND FEMALES  

18-65 YEARS OLD 

ü  Spend at least one hour outside per week 

ü Have participated in at least one outdoor activity in the 
past 12 months (traditional or non-traditional, or other)  

ü Have purchased apparel, footwear, or equipment for use in 

their outdoor activities 

ü Quotas set on ethnicity 

OBJECTIVES & DESIGN 
QUANTIFY & SOLIDIFY 

2,562 RESPONDENTS 
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WHAT DOES OUTDOOR  
PARTICIPATION LOOK 
LIKE? 
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While virtually all participate in non-traditional activities, the vast majority also participate in traditional activities. 

WHAT DOES OUTDOOR PARTICIPATION LOOK LIKE? 
PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITY TYPE 

NON-TRADITIONAL 
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 

TRADITIONAL 
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 

12%  
Of all respondents said  

they participated only in 
non-traditional outdoor 

activities in the past 
year (no traditional 

activities) 

1%  
Of all respondents said 
they participated only in 
traditional outdoor 
activities in the past 
year (no non-traditional 
activities) 

87%  
Of all respondents said 
they participated in both 

traditional and non-
traditional activities in 

the past year 
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TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN 
WITHIN THE PAST YEAR 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN 
WITHIN THE PAST YEAR 

62% 

40% 

37% 

33% 

30% 

30% 

29% 

22% 

16% 

14% 

13% 

13% 

12% 

12% 

12% 

11% 

10% 

9% 

9% 

8% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

Swimming 

Running / jogging (outdoors) 

Bicycling (road / paved ) 

Day hiking (not overnight) 

Camping (e.g., walk-in, hike-in) 

Bird Watching / Wildlife viewing 

Fishing / Fly fishing 

Boating / Sailing 

Trail running 

Participating in a running race 

Car camping 

Mountain Biking 

Kayaking 

Backpacking (overnight) 

Canoeing 

Hunting 

Rafting 

Skiing (Alpine / Downhill) 

Water skiing / wakeboarding 

Rock Climbing (outdoor) 

Skiing (Cross-country) 

Snowboarding 

Surfing 

Paddle-boarding/Windsurfing 

79% 

74% 

74% 

72% 

65% 

65% 

62% 

61% 

59% 

58% 

55% 

47% 

27% 

27% 

18% 

15% 

12% 

12% 

10% 

8% 

8% 

7% 

6% 

5% 

Relaxing outside 

Barbecuing or picnicking 

Walking for enjoyment 

Walking for a specific purpose 

Gardening / doing yard work 

Going to a park or playground 

Attending community activities 

Sightseeing 

Playing outside 

Going to the beach 

Scenic-driving / road-tripping 

Attending outdoor concerts or festivals 

Tailgating or spectating 

Playing team sports outside 

Golfing 

Commuting to work/school by bicycle 

Horseback riding 

Outdoor yoga 

Doing drills, boot camps, etc. outside 

Participating in an obstacle race 

Paintballing 

Skateboarding 

Parkour 

Geocaching 

S7. Please indicate your participation in each of the following activities, (“I have done this in the past year” summary is shown), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

WHAT DOES OUTDOOR PARTICIPATION LOOK LIKE? 
PAST YEAR PARTICIPATION 

Non-traditional activities are more widely done, and the most common are leisure-focused versus active.  

NON-TRADITIONAL 
INDOOR ACTIVITIES 
PARTICIPATED IN WITHIN 
THE PAST YEAR 
§  Indoor yoga: 22% 
§  Indoor pilates: 14% 
§  Crossfit/HIIT/Drills: 11% 
§  Indoor climbing: 8% 
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81% 

68% 

63% 

62% 

57% 

57% 

54% 

47% 

46% 

44% 

42% 

43% 

41% 

39% 

37% 

36% 

35% 

34% 

33% 

32% 

30% 

27% 

22% 

22% 

Running / jogging (outdoors) 

Bicycling (on a road / paved surface) 

Bird Watching / Wildlife viewing 

Swimming 

Trail running 

Surfing 

Mountain Biking 

Water skiing / wakeboarding 

Stand-up paddle-boarding / 

Skiing (Cross-country) 

Fishing / Fly fishing 

Rock Climbing (outdoor) 

Snowboarding 

Hunting 

Boating / Sailing 

Rafting 

Skiing (Alpine / Downhill) 

Kayaking 

Day hiking (not overnight) 

Canoeing 

Backpacking (overnight) 

Car camping 

Participating in a running race 

Camping (e.g., walk-in, hike-in) 

89% 

88% 

85% 

83% 

82% 

67% 

67% 

67% 

65% 

63% 

57% 

55% 

53% 

52% 

51% 

45% 

44% 

40% 

39% 

36% 

34% 

34% 

27% 

25% 

Relaxing outside 

Walking for a specific purpose 

Gardening / doing yard work 

Walking for enjoyment 

Playing outside 

Playing team sports outside 

Outdoor yoga 

Commuting to work/school by bicycle 

Barbecuing or picnicking 

Going to a park or playground 

Doing drills, boot camps, etc. outside 

Skateboarding 

Geocaching 

Golfing 

Parkour 

Attending community activities 

Paintballing 

Participating in an obstacle race 

Horseback riding 

Scenic-driving / road-tripping 

Sightseeing 

Going to the beach 

Tailgating or spectating an outdoor 

Attending outdoor concerts or 

S8. You mentioned you’ve done each of the following activities in the past year. Please indicate how frequently you typically do each of the following during the relevant season or time of year for that activity. Base: Total (N=2,562) Answered only for 
activities participated in in the past year.  

WHAT DOES OUTDOOR PARTICIPATION LOOK LIKE? 
FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION 

Non-traditional activities like walking and relaxing are not surprisingly the most frequent, while traditional 
activities like camping, canoeing, and races are less frequent.  

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES: PARTICIPATE 2-3 TIMES/
MONTH OR MORE 
(Among those who participated in the activity in the past year) 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES: PARTICIPATE 2-3 
TIMES/MONTH OR MORE 
(Among those who participated in the activity in the past year) 

 

NON-TRADITIONAL 
INDOOR ACTIVITIES: 
(PARTICIPATE 2-3X/MONTH  OR 
MORE) 
§  Indoor yoga: 75% 
§  Indoor pilates: 73% 
§  Crossfit/HIIT/Drills: 69% 
§  Indoor climbing: 44% 
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29% 
31% 

18% 

8% 
7% 

4% 4% 

1 to 9 hours 10 to 19 hours 20 to 29 hours 30 to 39 hours 40 to 49 hours 50 to 59 hours 60+ hours 

S4. How many hours would you say you typically spend outside per week? (open-ended), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

WHAT DOES OUTDOOR PARTICIPATION LOOK LIKE? 
TIME SPENT OUTDOORS 

The majority of outdoor consumers (60%) spend less than 20 hours outside each week.  

Those at the higher 
end likely work 
outdoors.  

AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT OUTSIDE PER WEEK 
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WHO IS THE 
OUTDOOR 
CONSUMER? 
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Male,  
Sample: 
49.5% 

Census: 
49% 

Female,  
Sample: 
50.5% 

Census: 
51% 

WHO IS THE OUTDOOR CONSUMER? 
SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS 

Sample 
 

Census 
(% of adults ages 18-65) 

Ages 18-24 13% 15% 
Ages 25-34 25% 25% 
Ages 35-44 20% 20% 
Ages 45-54 22% 22% 
Ages 55-65 20% 19% 

(quota set to census)  
Sample 

 
Quota 

 
White/Caucasian 64% -  
Black/African-American (quota) 13% 13% 
Hispanic (quota) 17% 16% 
Asian (quota) 5% 5% 
Other 2% -  

REGION 

GENDER 

AGE 

ETHNICITY 

S1-S2, S10-S18, D1-D6 Demographics, Base: Total (N=2,562) 

The outdoor consumers look very similar to census demographics, meaning they are generally 
representative of the U.S. overall.  

  Northeast 
Sample: 19% 
Census: 18% 

West 
Sample: 24% 
Census: 23% 

Midwest 
Sample: 21% 
Census: 22% 

South 
Sample: 36% 
Census: 37% 
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S17-S18, Hispanic-specific, Base: Total Hispanics (n=426) 

Hispanic 
17% 

3% 
29% 

56% 

9% 
4% 

American, not 
Hispanic or Latino 

American first, 
Hispanic or Latino 

second 

Hispanic or Latino 
and American 

equally 

Hispanic or Latino 
first, American 

second 

Hispanic or Latino, 
not American 

DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF… 

32% 

53% 

13% 2% 

Primarily by American 
culture 

By American & Hispanic 
culture equally 

Primarily by Hispanic 
culture 

Neither by American or 
Hispanic culture 

ARE YOU INFLUENCED… 

74% 
56% 55% 

36% 

Immediate family Non-Hispanic friends, 
colleagues, or 
acquaintances 

Hispanic friends, 
colleagues, or 
acquaintances 

Extended family/relatives 

WHO DO YOU SPEND TIME WITH ON A REGULAR BASIS? 

WHO IS THE OUTDOOR CONSUMER? 
SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS 

Most Hispanics lean 
towards bicultural Hispanic 
attitudes - considering 
themselves equally 
Hispanic and American, 
and feeling they are 
influenced equally by these 
two cultures. 
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Base: Urban (n=867), Suburban (n=1130), Rural/Small Town (n=556)  

WHO IS THE OUTDOOR CONSUMER? 
URBAN VS. RURAL 

21% 

13% 

29% 

15% 
11% 11% 

City center City outskirts Suburbs near 
a major city 

Suburbs near 
a small/mid-

size city 

Small town Rural area 

Urban U.S. outdoor consumers have clear demographic differences from those in the suburbs or a rural 
area. These consumers tend to be much younger, and likely as such, are more engaged with the 
outdoors.  

§  Younger  
§  More likely to have kids 
§  More ethnically diverse 
§  Describe themselves 

as more active 
§  Engage more in most 

activities 
§  Highest category 

spend 

§  More ethnically diverse 
than those in rural areas 

§  More likely to go for 
walks (for enjoyment or 
purpose), garden, attend 
community activities, and 
sightsee 

§  Older 
§  Less likely to have kids 
§  Majority Caucasian 
§  More engaged in 

“nature” activities (e.g., 
Birdwatching, wildlife 
viewing, fishing)  
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HOW DO THESE 
CONSUMER SEE 
THEMSELVES? 
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HOW DO THESE CONSUMERS SEE THEMSELVES? 
USING IMAGERY DESCRIPTIONS 

To understand how U.S. outdoor consumers see themselves, we showed them a series of pictures (28 total) 
of people in the outdoors, in varying activities and intensity levels. Pictures depicting…  

MORE  
TRADITIONAL 
ACTIVITIES… 

TO NON-
TRADITIONAL 
ACTIVITIES… 

And then asked them 
§  Which they feel best represents an “outdoorsy” person 
§  Which they feel best represents them as a person 
§  Which they feel best represents the type of person they would like to be 
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Q4. Please take some time to review the following images.  Of these images, which do you feel best represent an “outdoorsy” person?  
(Select up to 3 images.), Top 10 images are shown. Base: Total (N=2,562) 

27% 

HOW DO THESE CONSUMERS SEE THEMSELVES? 
REPRESENTS AN “OUTDOORSY” PERSON 

“Outdoorsy” is seen as a mix of more active and more leisurely. 

30% 

19% 18% 10% 

12% 

18% 

25% 16% 

15% 

27% 
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Q5. Of these images, which do you feel best represent you as a person? Please consider all images, even those that may not directly match your age, race or gender.  (Select up to 3 images.), Top 10 images are shown. Base: 
Total (N=2,562) 

13% 

13% 

14% 

9% 

11% 

16% 

15% 10% 14% 11% 

HOW DO THESE CONSUMERS SEE THEMSELVES? 
REPRESENTS WHO THEY ARE 

Who they are is vastly more leisurely. 
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Q6. Of these images, which do you feel best represent the type of person you would like to be?  Again, please consider all images, even those that may not directly match your age, race, or gender.  (Select up to 3 images.), Top 10 
images are shown. Base: Total (N=2,562) 

10% 10% 

13% 

12% 

11% 

14% 

9% 9% 

9% 9% 

HOW DO THESE CONSUMERS SEE THEMSELVES? 
REPRESENTS WHO THEY’D LIKE TO BE 

Who they would like to be is more mixed, but skews to the more leisurely. 
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4% 

8% 

11% 

21% 

28% 

20% 

9% 

Not at all 
outdoorsy, 1 

2 3 4 5 6 Extremely 
outdoorsy, 7 

HOW DO THESE CONSUMERS SEE THEMSELVES? 
HOW “OUTDOORSY” ARE THEY? 

As seen in the earlier qualitative, most U.S. outdoor consumers (even the most active) don’t want to 
classify themselves at the extremes, and aim to portray a more balanced view of themselves. 

On a scale of 
seven points, 

 88%  
place themselves 

at points 2-6 for  
“outdoorsy” 

 

HOW “OUTDOORSY” DO THEY CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO BE 

S5. On the following scale, how “outdoorsy” do you consider yourself to be? (Select one, 7-pt scale) Base: Total (N=2,562) 
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87% 

81% 

77% 

72% 

3% 

1% 

Being active outside 

Engaging with nature (e.g., wildlife, landscape, vegetation) 

Traveling to an outdoor environment (e.g. mountains, ocean) 

Getting outside anywhere (e.g., city, country) 

Other 

None of the above 

Q3. Of the following statements, please select those you feel qualify as outdoor recreation. (Select all that apply), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

Most U.S. outdoor consumers are all-inclusive when it comes to defining outdoor recreation – while most 
qualify it as ‘being active outside,’ they also qualify it as ‘engaging with nature.’   

HOW DO THESE CONSUMERS SEE THEMSELVES? 

HOW THEY DEFINE OUTDOOR RECREATION 

WHAT QUALIFIES AS OUTDOOR RECREATION 
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WHAT GETS THEM  
OUTSIDE?  WHAT HOLDS 
THEM BACK? 
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WHAT GETS THEM OUTSIDE? WHAT HOLDS THEM BACK? 
FUNCTIONAL/EMOTIONAL DRIVERS 

To understand what motivates U.S. outdoor consumers to get outside we asked how much (on a 7 point 
scale) several motivators (total of 35 asked) impact their desire to get outdoors.  Reasons varied from the…  

MORE  
PHYSICAL OR 
FUNCTIONAL… 

TO FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN 
DRIVERS… 

TO THE MORE 
EMOTIONAL… 

§  For physical exercise 
§  To keep me feeling young 
§  To give me energy 
§  To maintain or lose weight 
§  To enhance the intensity level of an 

activity (e.g., add obstacles) 
§  To improve my overall physical health 
§  To model healthy behaviors for others 
§  To improve my performance in a 

specific activity 
§  Out of necessity (e.g., walking dog, 

running errands) 
§  To get to a location (e.g., commuting) 
 
 
 
 

§  To have an adventure 
§  To relieve stress 
§  For the positive benefits of sunshine 

and fresh air 
§  To make everyday activities more 

exciting 
§  To have fun 
§  To make physical exercise more 

enjoyable 
§  To improve my overall mental health 
§  To disconnect from communications 

(e.g., from work) 
§  For thrill-seeking 

 

FREEDOM 
•  To give my life balance 
•  To escape from everyday life 
•  To challenge myself  
•  To make me feel free  
 
IDENTITY   
•  For a sense of accomplishment 
•  It is something that defines who I am  
 
PARTICIPATION 
•  To compete with others  
•  To connect with nature/wilderness 
 
LEISURE 
•  To have time to reflect  
•  To have time to myself 
 
CREATION 
•  To connect with my spirituality  
•  For creative inspiration 
•  To push me to my personal best 
 
AFFECTION 
•  To connect with others  
•  To have a family experience  
 
UNDERSTANDING 
•  To explore something new 
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37% 

37% 

36% 

33% 

33% 

31% 

29% 

28% 

28% 

28% 

28% 

28% 

26% 

25% 

25% 

For the positive benefits of sunshine and fresh air 

To have a family experience 

To have fun 

To improve my overall physical health 

To relieve stress 

For physical exercise 

To improve my overall mental health 

To have time to myself 

To connect with nature/wilderness 

To make me feel free 

To escape from everyday life 

To make physical exercise more enjoyable 

To maintain or lose weight 

To explore something new 

To give me energy 

Q7. Thinking about the following reasons for getting outside, how much does each reason motivate you? (7-point motivation scale), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

WHAT GETS THEM OUTSIDE? WHAT HOLDS THEM BACK? 
TOP MOTIVATORS FOR GETTING OUTSIDE 

Top motivators are not very functionally-driven.  

Functional motivation Emotional motivation FHN Driver 

MOTIVATIONS FOR GETTING OUTSIDE 
Based on top box motivation scores, those ≥25% are shown 
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Q10. With whom do you frequently participate in outdoor activities? (Select all that apply), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

47% 

39% 

29% 

20% 

14% 13% 
11% 

8% 

2% 

My significant 
other / 
spouse 

My friends My children By myself My extended 
family 

My siblings My parents A club or 
group of 

people with 
similar 

interests 

Other 

WHAT GETS THEM OUTSIDE? WHAT HOLDS THEM BACK? 
WHO THEY SPEND TIME WITH OUTDOORS 

Significant others, friends and children are top influencers for U.S. outdoor consumers going outside as well 
as who they mostly spend time with outdoors. Only 20% tend to engage in outdoor activities solo.   

WITH WHOM THEY FREQUENTLY PARTICIPATE IN OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES  
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12% 

11% 

9% 

9% 

9% 

8% 

8% 

8% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

The amount of free time I have 

The cost of participating in certain activities 

I have existing health issues or injuries 

I don't like roughing it 

The cost of outdoor equipment/apparel 

My energy level 

My level of physical fitness 

The difficulty level of certain activities 

My level of physical comfort 

The accessibility of kid-friendly activities 

I don't have anyone to do certain activities 
with 

Q11. How much do each of the following factors hinder your participation in outdoor activities? (7-point hindrance scale), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

Free time, cost, and health issues & injuries top the list of what inhibits U.S. outdoor consumers from 
engaging in outdoor activities.  

WHAT GETS THEM OUTSIDE? WHAT HOLDS THEM BACK? 
TOP HINDRANCES FOR GETTING OUTSIDE 

HINDRANCES TO PARTICIPATION IN OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
Based on top box hindrance scores, those >5% are shown 
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WHAT ARE THEIR 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS 
THE OUTDOORS & 
OUTDOOR GEAR? 
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Q26/27. Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements. Base: Total (N=2,562) 

Though many U.S. outdoor consumers plan to continue or increase their outdoor engagement, more are 
decreasing their level of activity.  

ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE OUTDOORS & OUTDOOR GEAR 
PAST, PRESENT, & FUTURE PARTICIPATION 

38% 

35% 

33% 

32% 

29% 

29% 

27% 

23% 

15% 

I used to be much more active than I am today 

I see myself being a very active person into old age 

I am interested in trying new outdoor activities 

I am making a considerable effort to spend more time 
outdoors 

Spending time outdoors is a large part of my everyday life 

I am satisfied with the amount of time I get to spend 
outdoors 

I have a goal for the amount of time I spend outdoors 
(e.g., at least one day per week) 

I have significantly lessened in my participation in outdoor 
endeavors over time 

I plan to move to a community that is more of a hub for 
outdoor activity 

AGREEMENT WITH ATTITUDES TOWARDS PAST, PRESENT, & FUTURE OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Based on top 2 box agreement 
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Many think it is very important to let their child(ren) engage with the outdoors, though for some, it does 
affect their own level of engagement.  

ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE OUTDOORS & OUTDOOR GEAR 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS KIDS & THE OUTDOORS 

66% 

65% 

56% 

51% 

47% 

44% 

40% 

40% 

38% 

I think it's natural for kids to spend a lot of time outdoors 

I encourage my kids to spend time outdoors in an effort to 
keep them healthy 

I want my kids to have an outdoor experience similar to 
my own 

I spend time outdoors to set a good example for my kids 

My outdoor activities revolve heavily around the activities 
my kids enjoy 

I participated in different outdoor activities before having 
kids 

I've made a considerable effort to maintain my level of 
participation in outdoor activities since having kids 

I participated in far more outdoor activities before having 
kids 

I was far more active before having kids 

Q28. Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements. Base: Those with kids in their HH among total (N=1,090) 

AGREEMENT WITH ATTITUDES TOWARDS KIDS & THE OUTDOORS 
Based on top 2 box agreement; Asked only among those with kids in their household 
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Many have a “good is good enough” mentality towards outdoor gear, seeking something functional and 
versatile at an affordable price.  

ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE OUTDOORS & OUTDOOR GEAR 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS OUTDOOR GEAR 

48% 

41% 

38% 

36% 

27% 

26% 

26% 

25% 

I am very conscious of price when buying outdoor gear 
and apparel 

I am far more concerned about function rather than style 
when shopping for the outdoors 

I value versatile, multi-purpose gear far more than gear 
for specific activities 

I don't need the best gear or equipment on the market for 
my outdoor activities 

I often browse or research online, but make purchases in 
a store 

I tend to buy well-known brands for my outdoor activities 

I am willing to bring more gear for outdoor activities if it 
increases my level of comfort 

I do extensive research before I buy gear or apparel for 
the outdoors 

Q29/30. Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements. Base: Total (N=2,562) 

AGREEMENT WITH ATTITUDES TOWARDS OUTDOOR GEAR 
Based on top 2 box agreement; Statements ≥25% shown 
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WHAT ARE THEIR 
PURCHASING 
BEHAVIORS? 
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Q12. In the past year, how much have you spent on each of the following?  Please provide your best estimate, Base: Total (N=2,562) 

WHAT ARE THEIR PURCHASING BEHAVIORS? 
OVERALL SPEND AND BY CATEGORY 

Apparel is the highest proportion of overall spend, with footwear and equipment tied for a close second.  
Gadgets/Electronics holds 18% share of spend.  

$465 
 

TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT 
PER YEAR ACROSS ALL 4 

CATEGORIES 

Apparel for the 
outdoors:  
$137, 30% 

Footwear for the 
outdoors:  

$123, 26% 

Equipment used 
in the outdoors:  
$123, 26% 

Gadgets/
Electronics used 
in the outdoors:  

$81, 18% 

PAST YEAR SPEND 
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Q16. Thinking about the products or apparel you buy for outdoor activities, how much more are you willing to pay for each of the following?  
(7-point willingness to pay scale) Base: Total (N=2,562) 

FUNCTIONAL PURCHASE DRIVERS 
Top 2 box ‘willingness to pay more for’ scores are shown 

46% 

42% 

42% 

38% 

36% 

34% 

30% 

28% 

24% 

20% 

13% 

Is durable 

Is the highest quality 

Makes me feel comfortable 

Has features/materials that are 
more comfortable 

Is versatile / good for many 
activities 

Is functionally the best on the 
market 

Is made in America 

Has features/materials to 
improve my performance 

Is immediately available 

Is highly technical 

Is something I saw advertised 

WHAT ARE THEIR PURCHASING BEHAVIORS? 
PURCHASE DRIVERS 

38% 

34% 

27% 

25% 

25% 

23% 

22% 

21% 

20% 

20% 

18% 

16% 

Is from a brand I trust 

Makes me feel safe 

Gives me confidence 

Is reviewed highly by others 

Is from a brand that has been 
around for a long time 

Is from a brand that aligns with 
my personal values 

Is stylish 

Is from an environmentally-
conscious brand 

Was recommended by friends 
or family 

Is from a brand I used growing 
up 

Makes me look athletic 

Is something my friends / 
family use or wear 

EMOTIONAL PURCHASE DRIVERS 
Top 2 box ‘willingness to pay more for’ scores are shown 

While more functional aspects such as durability, quality and comfort are highest overall, the more emotional 
drivers of brand trust and makes me feel safe (likely more about trust than personal safety) are also strong.  
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Q20. Which of the following best describes your shopping style when shopping for apparel, footwear, or equipment specifically for outdoor activities?  
(Select one answer.), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

40% 

35% 

11% 

6% 
3% 2% 3% 

On a mission to 
get what I need 

Shopping with 
intent, but open 

to ideas 

Leisurely 
browsing 

Buying on 
impulse 

Seeking 
information 

Seeking 
inspiration / 
exploring 

None of the 
above 

WHAT ARE THEIR PURCHASING BEHAVIORS? 
OUTDOOR PRODUCT SHOPPING STYLE 

The outdoor category shopping behavior is more intent versus exploration, although some are open to ideas.  

SHOPPING STYLE WHEN SHOPPING FOR APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, OR EQUIPMENT SPECIFICALLY 
FOR THE OUTDOORS 
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63% 
57% 
57% 

56% 
54% 
54% 
54% 

52% 
48% 

47% 
46% 

44% 
36% 

35% 
33% 
33% 

31% 
30% 

29% 
27% 

25% 
19% 

18% 
17% 

Has specials or sales 
Has the lowest prices 

Carries products for the entire family 
Offers a wide selection of apparel, footwear, and equipment 

Is conveniently located 
Has extremely functional apparel, footwear, or equipment 

Offers a wide selection of brands 
Offers free shipping or returns on their website 

Has an environment I feel comfortable and welcome in 
Allows you to compare prices 

Has a highly knowledgeable sales staff 
Has a very approachable staff 

Offers customer reviews on products 
Has extremely stylish apparel, footwear, or equipment 

Carries unique products 
Inspires me to get outdoors 

Offers highly technical or advanced products 
Has a loyalty/rewards program 

Offers products for beginners 
Inspires me to participate in new outdoor activities 

Has an atmosphere that reminds me of the outdoors 
Offers classes for beginners 
Has a mobile shopping app 

Offers equipment for rent 
Q21. How important is it that the retailer you shop at for apparel, footwear, or equipment specifically for outdoor activities does each of the following?  
(7-point importance scale), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

WHAT ARE THEIR PURCHASING BEHAVIORS? 
IMPORTANCE OF OUTDOOR RETAILER OFFERINGS 

While deals and low prices are of top importance, selection, convenience, and comfortable and welcoming 
environment are also important.  

IMPORTANCE IN AN OUTDOOR RETAILER 
Top 2 box importance 
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WHAT ARE THEIR  
BRAND 
RELATIONSHIPS? 
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42% 

25% 

30% 

14% 

12% 

15% 

8% 

12% 

6% 

9% 

9% 

5% 

8% 

6% 

6% 
5% 

73% 

59% 

42% 

36% 

34% 

33% 

23% 

21% 

19% 

17% 

16% 

15% 

14% 

13% 

12% 

10% 

7% 

6% 

6% 

Mass merchandiser 

General online retailer 

Sporting goods chain store 

Department store 

Website of mass merchandiser  

Discount retailer 

Branded retail store 

Outdoor specialty chain store 

Website of department store 

Website of sporting goods chain store 

Outdoor specialty outlet store 

Website of branded retail store 

Local independent outdoor specialty store 

Website of outdoor specialty chain store 

Branded outdoor retail store 

Website of outdoor retail store 

Website of local independent outdoor 

Discount outdoor-specific online retailer 

Outdoor-specific online retailer 

Q17. Which of the following types of retailers have you shopped at for anything (e.g., products/goods) in the past 6 months? (Select all that apply.) 
Q18. Which of the following types of retailers have you shopped for apparel, footwear, or equipment specifically for outdoor activities in the past 6 months? (Select all that apply.).  Base: Total (N=2,562) 

Have purchased 
anything from store 
type in past 6 months 

Have purchased apparel, footwear, or equipment 
from store type for outdoor activities in past 6 
months 

WHAT ARE BRAND RELATIONSHIPS? 
TOP RETAILER TYPES USED OUTDOORS 

Mass merchandisers are, by far, the most commonly used retailer for the outdoors. 

RETAILERS SHOPPED IN PAST SIX MONTHS 
Shopped channel overall & shopped for outdoor apparel, footwear, or equipment 
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Q19. Please indicate how frequently you typically shop at each of the following retailers for apparel, footwear, or equipment specifically for outdoor activities. (every 2 months or more often shown) Base: Total (N=2,562) – Based individually by 
row for those who shopped channel for outdoor gear. 

WHAT ARE BRAND RELATIONSHIPS? 
MOST FREQUENTLY SHOPPED 

Though shopped by fewer consumers in general, those who do shop on sites for outdoor retailers, 
including discount retailers and local independent ones, shop them very frequently.  

80% 

74% 

69% 

65% 

64% 

64% 

64% 

64% 

62% 

62% 

60% 

59% 

57% 

56% 

54% 

53% 

47% 

46% 

43% 

Outdoor-specific online retailer 

Discount outdoor-specific online retailer 

Website of local independent outdoor specialty store 

Website of department store 

Website of branded retail store 

Branded retail store 

Website of sporting goods chain store 

Website of outdoor retail store 

General online retailer 

Website of mass merchandiser 

Department store 

Discount retailer 

Branded outdoor retail store 

Website of outdoor specialty chain store 

Mass merchandiser 

Local independent outdoor specialty store 

Outdoor specialty outlet store 

Outdoor specialty chain store 

Sporting goods chain store 

FREQUENCY OF SHOPPING RETAILER FOR APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, OR EQUIPMENT SPECIFICALLY FOR 
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES: SHOPPED EVERY 2 MONTHS OR MORE OFTEN 
Based on those who shopped that channel for outdoor gear in the past 6 months 
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Q13. Please select the statement that best represents your familiarity with each of the following brands.  Net of “I am somewhat familiar with this brand” and “I am very familiar with what this brand stands for” are 
shown. Base: Total (N=2,562) 

≥ 90% Familiarity: 

80-89% Familiarity: 

70-79% Familiarity: 

60-69% Familiarity: 

50-59% Familiarity: 

40-49% Familiarity: 

20-29% Familiarity: 

10-19% Familiarity: 

30-39% Familiarity: 

WHAT ARE BRAND RELATIONSHIPS? 
BRAND FAMILIARITY 

In	  qualita1ve	  research,	  consumers	  defined	  which	  brands	  they	  associate	  with	  the	  outdoors.	  	  Those	  brands,	  along	  with	  a	  list	  of	  unmen1oned	  outdoor	  brands,	  
were	  included	  in	  the	  quan1ta1ve	  survey.	  	  Manufacturers	  and	  retailers	  were	  consolidated	  under	  "brands,"	  as	  consumers	  typically	  do	  not	  dis1nguish	  between	  
the	  two.	  



43	  Q14. Which of the following brands do you associate with the outdoors? (Select all that apply.) Base: Those aware of each brand (varies by brand, defined as recognize brand name, are somewhat familiar with brand, or are very 
familiar with brand) 
Average across all brands = 35%.  Those above 50% association with the outdoors are highlighted 

72% 

69% 

68% 

64% 

63% 

59% 

59% 

55% 

55% 

51% 

The North Face 

Dick's Sporting Goods 

Coleman 

Cabela's 

Timberland 

Jeep 

Columbia 

Nike 

REI 

L.L. Bean 

WHAT ARE BRAND RELATIONSHIPS? 
STRONGER OUTDOOR ASSOCIATION 

ASSOCIATE THIS BRAND WITH THE OUTDOORS 
Of those aware of brand (recognize brand name)  
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45% 

32% 

26% 

26% 

25% 

24% 

23% 

22% 

20% 

Nike 

Coleman 

Adidas 

Wal-Mart 

Dick's  

Columbia 

UA 

TNF 

Timberland 

Q15. Which of the following brands do you personally use for outdoor activities? (Select all that apply.). Base: Total (N=2,562) 
Average across all brands = 11%.  Those brands 20% or higher are highlighted. 

WHAT ARE BRAND RELATIONSHIPS? 
TOP BRANDS USED OUTDOORS 

USE THIS BRAND FOR THEIR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
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WHAT ARE THEIR 
MEDIA BEHAVIORS? 
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Q22. How many hours per week do you spend on each of the following? Please provide your best estimate. 
(Enter a whole number.), Base: Total (N=2,562) 

12.4 
11.8 

6.6 
5.4 5.3 5.3 

4.7 
3.9 3.8 3.5 

2.9 2.4 

Live TV still dominates media consumption, along with browsing the internet.  Social media and apps 
show solid consumption. 

WHAT ARE THEIR MEDIA BEHAVIORS? 
AVERAGE HOURS OF CONSUMPTION 

AVERAGE HOURS PER WEEK SPENT DOING EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 
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Q23. Which of the following do you use on a regular basis? (Select all that apply.) Base: Total (N=2,562) 

73% 72% 

44% 

27% 

22% 
18% 

3% 

Smartphone (e.g., 
iPhone, Android 

phone) 

Laptop computer Tablet (e.g., iPad, 
Nexus) 

Cell Phone (non-
smartphone) 

GPS or other tech 
gadget (e.g., FitBit, 

Fuelband, 
Jawbone) 

E-reader (e.g., 
Kindle, Nook) 

None of the above 

Average 
number of 
devices 
used:  

2.6 

WHAT ARE THEIR MEDIA BEHAVIORS? 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES USED REGULARLY 

Consumers are increasingly multi-screen, with an average of 2.6 devices used regularly. 

REGULARLY USE THIS DEVICE 
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26% 

19% 

18% 

14% 

13% 

9% 

1% 

I use it to stay in contact with others 

I use It no differently than in daily life 

I only bring it with me for safety/security, but 
rarely use it 

I only use it for non-traditional phone 
functions, like listening to music, taking 

photos, etc. 

I use it to enhance my outdoor activity (e.g., 
performance tracking) 

I don't use my smartphone when I participate 
in outdoor activities 

Other 

Q23A. Thinking about the outdoor activities you participate in, which of the following best describes how you use your smartphone, if at all. (Select one) Base: Those who regularly use smartphones (n=1,871) 

WHAT ARE THEIR MEDIA BEHAVIORS? 
SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 

The vast majority of U.S. outdoor consumers use their smartphone in some capacity during their 
outdoor activities, with many using it in it’s full capacity.  

73% 
use 

smart-
phones 

USE OF SMARTPHONE IN OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
Among the 73% that regularly use a smartphone 
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Q25. You mentioned you regularly visit or use each of these websites, apps, etc. Which are reasons you use each of these (NET)  
Base: Use at least one site/app/etc. (n=2,344) 

WHAT ARE THEIR MEDIA BEHAVIORS? 
HOW THEY USE TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 

70% of U.S. outdoor consumers engage with tech for something outdoor-related, whether it be to gather 
product information, interact socially, or discover something new.  

22% 

21% 

21% 

20% 

20% 

19% 

19% 

19% 

18% 

18% 

17% 

14% 

14% 

13% 

12% 

30% 

To read reviews of outdoor products 

To share photos or videos of my outdoor activities 

To compare prices of outdoor products 

To discover new places to engage in my outdoor activity 

For inspiration for new outdoor apparel, footwear, or equipment 

To discover new outdoor brands 

To discover new outdoor retailers / places to shop 

For inspiration for new outdoor activities 

To learn a new outdoor activity 

To find like-minded people who share my interest in a specific outdoor activity 

To share details about my outdoor activities 

To feel like part of an outdoor community 

To feel like I'm experiencing the outdoors 

To track the performance of competitors in outdoor activities 

To track my performance in outdoor activities 

None of the above 

REASONS THEY USE DIFFERENT FORMS OF TECHNOLOGY 
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Online 
Retailers 

Use on regular basis 68% 60% 55% 33% 24% 20% 

To share photos or videos of my outdoor 
activities 

To share details about my outdoor 
activities 

To find like-minded people who share 
my interest in a specific outdoor activity 

To compare prices of outdoor products 

To read reviews of outdoor products 

To discover new places to engage in my 
outdoor activities 

To learn a new outdoor activity 

For inspiration for new outdoor activities 

To feel like I’m experiencing the outdoors 

For inspiration for new outdoor apparel, 
footwear, or equipment 

Q24. Which of the following do you visit or use on a regular basis? (Select all that apply.) Base: Total (N=2,562) 
Q25. You mentioned you regularly visit or use each of these websites, apps, etc. Which of the following are reasons you use each of these? (Select all that apply.) Q25 Base varies by website, top 3 reasons by raw percentage are listed for each 
website 

WHAT ARE THEIR MEDIA BEHAVIORS? 
WEBSITES USED AND TOP 3 REASONS 

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram are used to share and connect, Google and online retailers to compare, 
review.  Interestingly, YouTube is used for learning new activities, inspiration and feel/experience the outdoors. 

TOP REASONS FOR USING EACH WEBSITE, APP, ETC. 
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Blogs 
Online 
Forums 

Online 
Magazines 

Online 
Communities 

Use on regular basis 19% 14% 12% 12% 11% 

To find like-minded people who share 
my interest in a specific outdoor activity 

To compare prices of outdoor products 

To read reviews of outdoor products 

To discover new places to engage in my 
outdoor activities 

To learn a new outdoor activity 

For inspiration for new outdoor activities 

For inspiration for new outdoor apparel, 
footwear, or equipment 

To discover new outdoor brands 

To feel part like part of an outdoor 
community 

Q24. Which of the following do you visit or use on a regular basis? (Select all that apply.) Base: Total (N=2,562) 
Q25. You mentioned you regularly visit or use each of these websites, apps, etc. Which of the following are reasons you use each of these? (Select all that apply.) Q25 Base varies by website, top 3 reasons by raw percentage are listed for each 
website 

WHAT ARE THEIR MEDIA BEHAVIORS? 
WEBSITES USED AND TOP 3 REASONS 

TOP REASONS FOR USING EACH WEBSITE, APP, ETC. 
 

Though it has a smaller following, people are also using Pinterest to discover new places and find inspiration.  
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HOW WERE THE 
SEGMENTS 
DEVELOPED? 
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 ATTITUDES 

 HINDRANCES 

MOTIVATORS 

HOW WERE SEGMENTS DEVELOPED? 
AN ATTITUDINAL PERSPECTIVE 

This outdoor industry segmentation distinguishes consumers by their motivators, hindrances and attitudes in 
the category versus behavioral or demographic data. While we will understand the segments and how they 
differ on all variables, and will see many skews in behaviors such as activity level, activity participation, as well 
as demographics such as age, urban vs. rural, the segments’ distinction was built on the most discriminating 
variables uncovered in their motivators, hindrances and attitudes. 
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Explore the relationships between the variables that will be used to 
drive the segmentation, especially those where differentiation is desired 

CORRELATION & 
FACTOR ANALYSIS 

Explore potential cluster structures 
K-MEANS 
CLUSTERING 

Confirm the stability and reproducibility of the framework   
HIERARCHICAL 
CLUSTERING 

Eliminate variables showing little variance within the sample 
STATISTICS OF 
DISPERSION 

The segments were built by a rigorous statistical process, but balanced by an intuitive understanding of 
consumers and the category. 

 
 

All these steps ensure a segmentation solution that is anchored off common ground, discrete, of 
significant scale, reproducible, recognizable, relevant and actionable. 

HOW WERE SEGMENTS DEVELOPED? 
THE STATISTICAL PROCESS 
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19  
ATTITUDES 

9  
HINDRANCES 

5  
MOTIVATORS 

HOW WERE SEGMENTS DEVELOPED? 
SEGMENT VARIABLES 

Of all the variables that were investigated, 33 rose to the top as the most distinguishing. These are the 
variables that truly differentiate the segments. 
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•  Enhance the intensity level  

•  Physical exercise 

•  To compete 

•  Improve overall physical health 

•  Have fun   

5  
MOTIVATORS 

HOW WERE SEGMENTS DEVELOPED? 
SEGMENT VARIABLES 
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•  Cost of participating in certain activities   

•  My energy level   

•  My level of physical comfort  

•  Outdoor places are too far from where I live  

•  My level of physical fitness  

•  I am intimidated to start or join certain activities  

•  I don't have the information I need to get started 

•  I don't like to get dirty 

•  I was never taught how to do outdoor activities  

9  
HINDRANCES 

HOW WERE SEGMENTS DEVELOPED? 
SEGMENT VARIABLES 
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•  Getting outside is something I feel I need to do 

•  Getting outside is something I want to do   

•  Participate at a level others would consider extreme  

•  Regularly sign up for races or fitness events 

•  I am interested in trying new outdoor activities  

•  I will never participate at an extreme level 

•  Significantly lessened my participation in outdoor endeavors over time 

•  Used to be much more active than I am today   

•  For outdoor activities I prefer to go with a guide or instructor  

•  Outdoors is a place to disconnect from technology and digital world 

•  Technology is an important part of enhancing my outdoor experience 

•  It is very important that this nation conserves its natural resources 

•  I like to be seen wearing brands associated with the outdoors   

•  Constantly lookout for new gear or clothes to enhance my experience 

•  Function rather than style when shopping for outdoors 

•  Style rather than function when shopping for outdoors   

•  Very knowledgeable on what gear or equipment is available to rent 

•  Activities I participate in require highly technical gear 

•  Most brands in the outdoor industry do not speak to me 

19  
ATTITUDES 

HOW WERE SEGMENTS DEVELOPED? 
SEGMENT VARIABLES 
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2,562 RESPONDENTS 
 

33  DISTINGUISHING VARIABLES 
 

7  DISTINCT SEGMENTS 
 

HOW WERE SEGMENTS DEVELOPED? 
BY THE NUMBERS 
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INTRODUCING THE 
SEVEN SEGMENTS 
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10% 

12% 

20% 

14% 

20% 

12% 

14% 

HIGHER 
CATEGORY 

INVOLVEMENT 

LOWER 
CATEGORY 

INVOLVEMENT 

THE ACHIEVER
  

THE OUTDOOR 
NATIVE 

THE URBAN 
ATHLETE 

THE 
ATHLEISURIST 

THE 
ASPIRATIONAL 

CORE 
THE 

SIDELINER 
THE 

COMPLACENT 

THE SEVEN OUTDOOR INDUSTRY SEGMENTS 
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10% 

12% 

20% 

14% 

20% 

12% 

14% 

ASPIRATIONAL 

PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN 
everything outdoors 

Engagement  
at its fullest 

ESTABLISHED 

Highly involved 
Experience-driven 

athletic 

COMPETITIVE 
Stressed 

MODERATE 

ADVENTURE SEEKING 

low intensity 

Emotionally driven
enjoyment 

EXCLUDED 

UNFIT 

UNMOTIVATED 

THE ACHIEVER 

THE OUTDOOR NATIVE 

THE URBAN ATHLETE 

THE ASPIRATIONAL CORE 

THE ATHLEISURIST 

THE COMPLACENT 

inhibited 
LESSENED INVOLVEMENT 

interested 

THE SIDELINER 

THE SEVEN OUTDOOR INDUSTRY SEGMENTS 
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A DETAILED VIEW OF 
EACH SEGMENT 
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KEY DEMOS 
Younger | Male | With Kids | Living in a city center/outskirts | Non-Caucasian  

OUTDOOR ASPIRATIONS 
Aspire to a professional level, though not all are achieving this  

KEY MOTIVATORS 
Highly motivated by many things, especially competition, adventure, & the lifestyle 

KEY HINDRANCES 
None  

GEAR & APPAREL 
Will spend to get the best – highly technical, stylish, and performance-improving  

BRANDS & RETAILERS 
Shop across many channels/brands – from small & niche to mainstream fashion 

TECHNOLOGY 
Welcome tech in their lives and outdoors – especially to track performance 

ACTIVITIES 
Team sports | Running | Camping | Climbing | Mountain biking | Many others 

participate in 

7.4  
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

27 
hours outside  

per week 

spend 

$799  
per year on  

outdoor gear 

The outdoors is integral to the lives of The Achiever. They participate in a number of different 
activities, traditional and non – specializing in some, dabbling in others. They are driven by 
performance and competition. Even for those who may not participate at an extreme level in their 
day-to-day, many aspire to. As such, they outfit themselves in the best gear on the market, yet are 
open to sourcing this gear from a range of brands –small specialized brands, mainstream fashion 
brands, even mass merchandisers.  
 

participate in 

13.0  
non-traditional  

activities 

participate in 

4.5 
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

19 
hours outside  

per week 

Spend 

$465 
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

9.9 
non-traditional  

activities 

The Achiever Total 
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GENERAL LIFESTYLE ATTITUDES 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

§  Are making a strong commitment to a healthier lifestyle: 59%* (149) 
§  Are very satisfied with their current level of health: 47%* (159) 

§  Are always striving to improve their life: 58%* (131) 
§  Do a lot of planning for their future: 48%* (149)  
§  Are often searching for moments to slow down and recharge: 36%* (134)  

§  Maintaining their personal appearance is important to them: 53%* (125) 
§  Like to stand out in a crowd: 37%* (202)  

§  Were heavily involved in team sports in high school or college: 46%* (169) 
§  Have a wide social circle: 39%* (170)  
§  Have a very active social life: 39%* (187) 

 

COMMITTED TO HEALTH 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

GENDER 
 
 
 
 
AGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD & LOCATION 
 

§  59% (108) are married 
§  26%* (131) live in a 4 person household 
§  56%* (133) have children in their household 
§  More likely to live in a city center: 28%* (133) 
§  More likely to live in city outskirts: 16% (125) 

ETHNICITY 
§  More likely to be non-Caucasian: 53%* (147) 

INCOME & EMPLOYMENT 
§  More likely to be employed full-time: 66%* (135) 
§  Mean Income: $82,100 (115)  
 
 
 
 
 

Male 
62%* 
(126) 

Female 
38%^ 
(75) 

DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  

 

More “working hard” than “hardly working” 
More “up and at ‘em” than “sleep in” 
More “make it happen” than “let it happen” 
More progressive than conservative 
More extroverted than introverted 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (NON-OUTDOOR)  
(All statistically significantly higher than average)  
 

Go shopping | Go to the movies | Travel (domestically) | Watch professional sports | Play video 
games | Go to concerts | Travel abroad | Home decorating | Go dancing | Meet up with social 
clubs/groups | Work on cars/motorcycles | Woodworking/carpentry | Go to bars/night clubs 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

VERY DRIVEN, BUT STILL NEED MOMENTS TO RELAX 

LIKE TO STAND OUT 

VERY INVOLVED & SOCIAL 

18-24, 15% (111) 

25-34, 36%* (149) 

35-44, 24%* (124) 

45-54, 13%^ (57) 

55-60, 12%^ (58) 
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17% 29% 29%* 20%* 

Not at all outdoorsy - 1 2 3 4 5 6 Extremely outdoorsy - 7 

AVERAGE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE 
 
 
 

HOW “OUTDOORSY” THEY SEE THEMSELVES 
 

“I like being outdoors and 
I’m probably more active 
than most people I know, 
but I also realize there are 
people out there that 
spend their time outside 
way more than I do.”  
 

“I  don’t camp, 
but I do basically 
everything else 
outside, such as 
playing sports, 
fishing, biking, 
running, and 
swimming.”  
 

“My jobs and interests 
require me to be 
outside. I love hiking, 
fishing, and camping.”  
 
 

27  
HOURS PER WEEK 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

compared to the 
average of  

WHY THEY SEE THEMSELVES AS THAT LEVEL  
OF “OUTDOORSY” 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

21% 28% 20% 9% 

Segment 1 

Total 

THINK AN “OUTDOORSY PERSON” IS: 
Able to select up to 3 images, all shown have an index > 
120, unless otherwise noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THINK OF THEMSELVES AS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASPIRE TO BE:  
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MOTIVATIONS TO GET OUTSIDE 
Top 2 Box motivation 
 

Generally motivated by everything. This includes:  
 

 
§  To challenge self: 63%* (164) 
§  For a sense of accomplishment: 63%* (150) 
§  To push them to their personal best: 63%* (164) 
§  To improve performance in a specific activity: 60%* (168) 
§  To enhance the intensity level of an activity (e.g., add obstacles): 

62%* (212) 
§  To compete with others: 40%* (210) 

§  To explore something new: 68%* (139) 
§  To make everyday activities more exciting: 66%* (158) 
§  To have an adventure: 66%* (143) 
§  For thrill-seeking: 53%* (196) 
 
 
§  To make physical exercise more enjoyable: 69%* (131) 
§  To maintain or lose weight: 62%* (125) 
§  It is something that defines who they are: 55%* (154) 
§  To get to a location (e.g., commuting): 48%* (140) 
§  Out of necessity (e.g., walking the dog, running errands): 47%* 

(122) 

§  To connect with others: 57%* (169) 
§  For creative inspiration: 57%* (160) 
§  To connect with my spirituality: 56%* (154) 
 
 

HINDRANCES TO OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Top 2 Box hindrance 
 

Less likely to have all hindrances. Largest hindrance is the 
amount of free time they have at 17%^ (59).  
 

 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

COMPETITION, PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT 

IT’S INTEGRAL TO THEIR LIFESTYLE 

SEEK CONNECTEDNESS  

ADVENTURE & THRILLS 
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OUTDOOR ATTITUDES 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

   PHYSICALLY ACTIVE & PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED IN THE OUTDOORS   

§  They are much more active than other people in their community: 47%* (201) 
§  They tend to be highly active when they’re outdoors: 46%* (170) 
§  They are constantly trying to push their level of performance in outdoor activities: 45%* (202) 
§  They train/exercise indoors to prepare for their outdoor activities: 42%* (222) 
§  They regularly sign up for races or fitness related events: 36%* (249) 
 

   THE OUTDOORS IS INTEGRAL & ESSENTIAL TO THEIR LIVES 

§  Getting outside is something they want to do: 66%* (120) 
§  Getting outside is something they feel they need to do: 60%* (126) 
§  The time they spend outdoors is a very important time to connect with friends and family: 56%* (166) 
§  See themselves being a very active person into old age: 51%* (144) 
§  They are making a considerable effort to spend more time outdoors: 49%* (156) 
§  They feel we should be creating more spaces for outdoor recreation: 47%* (131) 

    EXPLORATORY & ADVENTURE SEEKING, OFTEN EXTREME IN THEIR INVOLVEMENT 

§  They are interested in trying new outdoor activities: 56%* (169) 
§  Traveling farther into the outdoors is more rewarding to them than staying close to home: 44%* (164) 
§  They like to combine several different outdoor activities into one trip or outing: 43%* (184) 
§  They would rather try a lot of different activities than specialize in one or two: 41%* (175) 
§  They participate in outdoor activities at a level that some people might consider extreme: 36%* (228) 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEAR & BRANDS 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

   CONNECTING & BADGING WITH OUTDOOR BRANDS; APPRECIATE SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES 

§  The outdoor gear or apparel they own says a lot about them as a person: 42%* (227) 
§  They tend to buy well-known brands for their outdoor activities: 43%* (167) 
§  It’s important that brands are very transparent in their efforts at sustainability: 40%* (163) 
§  They like to be seen wearing brands associated with the outdoors: 39%* (239) 
§  Brands that promote an active lifestyle speak to them: 39%* (188) 
§  They want to know how the things they buy/wear are made (e.g., materials, origins): 39%* (159) 
§  They like to support brands that have a strong social mission: 36%* (172) 

   WILLING TO INVEST IN GEAR (TENDS TO BE MORE TECHNICAL) FOR THEIR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 

§  They invest in high quality gear for activities they are passionate about: 46%* (194) 
§  They plan to spend more on outdoor gear or apparel in the future: 39%* (205) 
§  They are willing to spend more money for things that are vital to their performance: 38%* (166) 
§  They spend more on outdoor gear and apparel now than they have in the past: 36%* (202) 
§  The outdoor activities they participate in require highly technical gear: 35%* (263) 
§  They prefer to spend their discretionary dollars on their outdoor activities rather than other activities like dining, 

entertainment, etc.: 33%* (193) 

   ACTIVELY RESEARCHING & HIGHLY KNOWLEDGEABLE WHEN IT COMES TO OUTDOOR GEAR  

§  They are constantly on the lookout for new gear or clothes that would enhance their outdoor experience: 48%* (259) 
§  They do extensive research before they buy gear or apparel for the outdoors: 40%* (161) 
§  They are very knowledgeable on what outdoor gear or equipment is available to rent: 36%* (244) 
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NEVER PARTICIPATED IN 
 

More likely to have at least tried most 
activities 
 
PAST PARTICIPATION  
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

TRIED ONCE OR TWICE 
Golfing | Paintballing | Doing drills/
boot camps outside | Participating in 
an obstacle course | Hunting | 
Snowboarding 
 

DID ON A REGULAR BASIS  
(BUT NOT ANYMORE)  
Surfing | Car camping 
 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN 
Within past year 
Participate in almost all traditional & non-traditional activities at a 
level that is statistically significantly higher than average, some 
examples being:  
 
 

 
 

4.5  
activities in the 

 past year 

compared to the 
average of  13.0 

activities in the 
 past year 

9.9 
activities in the 

 past year 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

compared to the 
average of  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

7.4  
activities in the 

 past year 

Swimming, 78%* (125) 

Running/jogging, 67%* (169) 

Playing team sports outside, 51%* (189) 

Camping (e.g., hike-in), 50%* (166) 

Trail running, 32%* (206) 

Commuting to work/school by bike, 27%* (176) 

Mountain Biking, 27%* (215) 

Participating in a running race, 25%* (178) 

Outdoor yoga, 24%* (201) 

Backpacking (overnight), 24%* (193) 

Skiing (Alpine / Downhill), 18%* (195) 

Rafting, 17%* (181) 
Climbing, 16% 

PLANNING TO DO MORE 
Percentage difference between those 
who want to do this activity in the 
future and those who currently do this 
activity 
 

§  Kayaking +17 
§  Rafting +17 
§  Horseback Riding +16 
§  Canoeing +16 
§  Participating in an obstacle race 

+15 
§  Water skiing/Wakeboarding +14 
§  Indoor climbing +13 
§  Paintballing +12 
§  Stand-up Paddle-boarding +10 
§  Outdoor yoga +10 
§  Mountain biking +10 
 

Climbing 16%* (206) 
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SPEND 
 

WHAT THEY WILL PAY MORE FOR 
Willing to pay more for something that…(Top 2 Box)  
 

 They are more likely to pay more for all features – a few examples are:  
 
 
MORE LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT:  
§  Is the highest quality: 61%* (145)  
§  Has features/materials to improve their performance: 53%* (188) 
§  Is functionally the best on the market: 53% (155) 
§  Is highly technical: 36%* (183) 

 
MORE LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT:  
§  Gives me confidence: 45%* (170) 
§  Is stylish: 43%* (192) 
§  Makes me look athletic: 38%* (208) 

 
MORE LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT:  
§  Is from a brand that has been around for a long time: 46%* (184) 
§  Is reviewed highly by others: 43%* (172) 
§  Is something my friends/family use or wear: 35%* (213) 

BRANDS THEY KNOW 
Brand familiarity & association with being an “outdoor brand”  
 
 

   
MORE LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Almost all brands shown  
AVERAGE FAMILIARITY WITH: Coleman | Teva 
 
  
 
 
MORE LIKELY TO ASSOCIATE THESE BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS: Nike | Under Armour | Skechers | Walmart | 
Mountain Hardwear | Gap | Target | Athleta | Stanley | Salomon | 
Spyder | GoLite | Black Diamond | Lululemon | Victoria’s Secret 
 

BRANDS THEY USE 
Brands used in the outdoors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other: Nike, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Timberland, The North Face, 
Jeep, C9 by Champion, Urban Outfitters, Eddie Bauer, Gap, 
GoPro, Subaru, FitBit, SmartWool, Athleta, Billabong, Lululemon, 
GoLite 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

$799  
per year across  
all 4 categories  

(index: 172)  

PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING & TECHNICAL 

VERY FAMILIAR WITH MOST BRANDS 

ASSOCIATE A BROAD RANGE OF BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS IN A VERY INCLUSIVE DEFINITION, RANGING 
FROM WALMART TO BLACK DIAMOND  

Apparel 
$233, 29% 

Footwear 
$186, 23% 

Equipment  
$194, 24% 

Gadgets/
Electronics 
$187, 23% 

STYLISH & ATHLETIC 

HAS A HIGH OPINION FROM OTHERS 

43%* (161) 37%* (157) 33%* (141) 

23%* (205) 19%* (194) 9%* (247) 
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SHOPPING CRITERIA 
Importance in retailer selection (Top 2 Box)  
 

Most things are more important to this segment in an outdoor retailer, with the 
exception of the lowest prices 
 
 
§  Has extremely stylish apparel, footwear, or equipment: 62%* (175) 
§  Offers highly technical or advanced products: 59%* (190) 

§  Inspires me to get outdoors: 61%* (187) 
§  Inspires me to participate in new outdoor activities: 53%* (194) 
§  Has an atmosphere that reminds me of the outdoors: 46%* (181) 

 
§  Has a loyalty/rewards program: 47%* (157) 

§  Carries products for the entire family: 71%* (125) 
§  Offers products for beginners: 45%* (154)  
§  Offers equipment for rent: 37%* (218) 

WHERE THEY GENERALLY SHOP 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 
More likely to shop most channels including many 
outdoor retailers and websites 

 
 

 
WHERE THEY SHOP FOR OUTDOOR 
GEAR, APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, ETC. 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 
More likely to shop at all stores other than department 
stores 
 

SHOPPING STYLE 
 

40% (100) 

§  Sporting goods chain stores (e.g., Dick’s Sporting 
Goods, Sports Authority): 52%* (125) 

§  Outdoor specialty chain stores (e.g., REI, Cabela’s): 
28%* (137) 

§  Sporting goods chain stores (e.g., Dick’s Sporting 
Goods, Sports Authority): 44%* (148) 

§  General online retailers (e.g., Amazon, eBay): 33%* 
(131) 

§  Discount retailers (e.g., Marshall’s, TJ Maxx, 
Nordstrom Rack): 22%* (148) 

§  Outdoor specialty outlet stores (e.g., The North 
Face Outlet, Under Armour Outlet): 18%* (203) 

§  Outdoor specialty chain stores (e.g., REI, Cabela’s): 
17%* (141) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

STYLISH & TECHNICAL OFFERINGS 

say their shopping style is “on a mission 
to get what I need” 

HAS AN INSPIRING ENVIRONMENT 

CAN RANGE FROM TECHNICAL TO BEGINNER & FAMILY-FRIENDLY 

REWARDS THEIR LOYALTY 
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TECH USAGE IN GENERAL  
Hours per week spent on each of the following  
 

 
 
 
SPEND MORE TIME  
§  Using smartphone apps: 5.1 hours/week (130) 
§  Talking on the phone: 4.7 hours/week (125) 
§  Playing video games: 4.3 hours/week (126) 
§  Streaming movies: 4.1 hours/week (143) 
 
VISITS/USE OF SITES 
§  More likely than average to visit/use social media sites 

(e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram), YouTube, Online 
magazines, online forums and Google 

 
 
 

 

SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 
Among those who used smartphones 
 

  
§  Use it to enhance their outdoor activity (e.g., performance tracking): 22%* 

(173) 
§  Less likely to: only bring it with them for safety & security, but rarely use it: 

12%^ (70) 
§  Less likely to: not use their smartphone when participating in outdoor activities: 

4%^ (40) 
 
 
 
 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECH IN THE OUTDOORS 
Top 2 Box statement agreement 
 

  
§  Technology is an important part of enhancing the outdoor experience: 36%* 

(237) 
§  The outdoors are a place where you’re meant to disconnect from technology 

and the digital world: 44% (92) 

DEVICES USED IN GENERAL 
Use on a regular basis 
 

MORE LIKELY TO USE 
§  Smartphones: 89%* (122) 
§  Laptops: 80%* (111) 
§  Tablets: 59%* (134) 
§  GPS or other tech gadgets: 38%* (172) 

 
USING TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 
 

  
 
MORE LIKELY TO VISIT SITES TO 
Share photos/videos of their outdoor activities | To discover new outdoor brands | 
For inspiration for new outdoor apparel, footwear, or equipment | To discover new 
outdoor retailers | To find like-minded people who share their interest in a specific 
activity | For inspiration for new outdoor activities | To learn a new outdoor activity | 
To share details about their outdoor activities | To feel like part of an outdoor 
community | To track the performance of themselves & others  

 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 1 (n=249) 

TECHNOLOGY HELPS MORE THAN IT HINDERS 

USE TECH TO SHOW OFF THEIR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES, DISCOVER 
SOMETHING NEW, TRACK PERFORMANCE, & STAY CONNECTED 

MANY USE IT TO ENHANCE THEIR ACTIVITY 
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KEY DEMOS 
Middle-aged | Male | Kids in the household  

OUTDOOR ASPIRATIONS 
May aspire to more time spent outside with family and slightly higher intensity 

KEY MOTIVATORS 
Enjoyment | Improving mental and physical health | Escape | Challenge 

KEY HINDRANCES 
Very few hindrances – for some, free time 

GEAR & APPAREL 
Seek sensible gear that can cross activities – versatile, affordable, functional 

BRANDS & RETAILERS 
Mix traditional outdoor brands with mainstream athletic brands 

TECHNOLOGY 
Use it to discover & inspire, but disconnect during their outdoor activities 

ACTIVITIES 
Traditional & Non – Playing outside | Running | Cycling | Day-hiking | Camping 

participate in 

6.8  
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

22  
hours outside  

per week 

spend 

$637  
per year on  

outdoor gear 

Getting outside has been key to the lifestyle of The Outdoor Native for some time and will continue 
to be in the future. They are getting outside as much for the mental benefits as the physical ones – 
motivated by enjoyment and the experience. A desire for competition is lesser than the intrinsic 
motivation to improve their own performance in their activities. The Outdoor Native balances 
leisurely, family-oriented activities with some of their personal passions in traditional activities. They 
aren’t as into stylish gear and would rather have something that is functional and high quality.  

participate in 

12.6  
non-traditional  

activities 

participate in 

4.5 
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

19 
hours outside  

per week 

Spend 

$465 
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

9.9 
non-traditional  

activities 

The Outdoor Native Total 
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GENERAL LIFESTYLE ATTITUDES 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

§  Are very comfortable with who they are today: 70%* (158) 
§  Strive to be very well-rounded: 71%* (151) 
§  Are always striving to improve their life: 70%* (159) 
§  Experiences are much more important to them than acquiring products: 62%* (139) 

§  Were heavily involved in team sports in high school or college: 40%* (148)  
§  Have a very active social live: 37%* (178) 
§  Have a wide social circle: 35%* (151) 

§  Are making a strong commitment to a healthier lifestyle: 66%* (167)  
§  Are very satisfied with their current level of health: 50%* (169) 
§  Are extremely concerned about the obesity epidemic: 41%* (135)  
§  Less likely to agree: They struggle to maintain a healthy weight: 14%^ (50) 

STILL DRIVEN, BUT HAPPY WITH WHERE THEY’RE AT 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

GENDER 
 
 
 
 
AGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD & LOCATION 
 

§  31% (116) are single 
§  53% (96) are married 
§  45% (105) have children living in their household 
        

ETHNICITY 
§  Slightly more likely to be Hispanic: 20% (118) 

INCOME & EMPLOYMENT 
§  More likely to be employed full-time: 56%* (114) 
§  Mean Income: $75,700 (106)  
 
 
 
 
 

Male 
55%* 
(111) 

Female 
45%^ 
(89) 

DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

More “working hard” than “hardly working” 
More “up and at ‘em” than “sleep in” 
More “make it happen” than “let it happen” 
More “world traveler” than “stay close to home” 
More “do what’s good for you” than “do what feels good” 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (NON-OUTDOOR)  
(All statistically significantly higher than average and >45%)  
 

Listen to music | Browse the internet | Dine out | Cook for fun | Read books | Entertain 
friends/relatives at home | Go shopping | Go to movies | Travel (domestically) | Watch 
professional sports | Catch up on current events | Spend time on social media networks  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

SOCIAL & INVOLVED 

STRONG STANCE ON HEALTH 

18-24, 13% (98) 

25-34, 21% (85) 

35-44, 26%* (132) 

45-54, 23% (103) 

55-65 17% (84) 
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AVERAGE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE 
 
 
 

HOW “OUTDOORSY” THEY SEE THEMSELVES 
 
 
 
 

“There is nothing I love more 
than walking trails, hiking, 
and going to the beach. I love 
fresh air and sunshine. It 
makes me feel so good.”  
 

“I love being 
outside in the 
sun, in the rain, 
in the snow, all 
weather 
conditions.”  
 

“I try to spend as 
much time outside 
as I can. It doesn’t 
matter if it’s yard 
work, running, 
hiking, or just 
relaxing.”  
 
 

22  
HOURS PER WEEK 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

compared to the 
average of  

WHY THEY SEE THEMSELVES AS THAT LEVEL  
OF “OUTDOORSY” 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

21% 28% 20% 9% 

Segment 2 

Total 

9%^ 32% 33%* 21%* 

Not at all outdoorsy - 1 2 3 4 5 6 Extremely outdoorsy - 7 

THINK AN “OUTDOORSY PERSON” IS: 
Able to select up to 3 images, all shown have an index > 
120, unless otherwise noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (above images slightly higher than average & among top percentages)  

THINK OF THEMSELVES AS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASPIRE TO BE:  
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MOTIVATIONS TO GET OUTSIDE 
Top 2 Box motivation 
 

Generally motivated by everything. 
 
 

§  To have fun: 90%* (138) 
§  To have a family experience: 82%* (129) 
§  To have an adventure: 77%* (166) 
§  To explore something new: 76%* (155) 
§  To connect with nature/wilderness: 76%* (149) 
§  To make everyday activities more exciting: 70%* (169) 

 
§  To improve their overall physical health: 91%* (150) 
§  For the positive benefits of sunshine and fresh air: 87%* (134) 
§  For physical exercise: 86%* (145) 
§  To make physical exercise more enjoyable: 82%* (155) 
§  To improve their overall mental health: 81%* (144) 
§  To give them energy: 798* (154) 
§  To give their life balance: 74%* (152) 
 
 
§  To make them feel free: 80%* (155) 
§  To relieve stress: 80%* (136) 
§  To have time to themselves: 72%* (136) 
§  To escape from everyday life: 72%* (140) 
§  To have time to reflect: 70%* (146) 

§  To challenge themselves: 68%* (176) 
§  For a sense of personal accomplishment: 66%* (157) 
 

HINDRANCES TO OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Top 2 Box hindrance 
 

Generally few hindrances. Largest hindrance is their amount 
of free time at 25% (88) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

HAVING FUN, SEEKING EXPERIENTIAL ENJOYMENT 

MENTAL & PHYSICAL HEALTH BENEFITS 

TO ESCAPE 

FOR THE CHALLENGE & ACCOMPLISHMENT 
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OUTDOOR ATTITUDES 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

   SEEKING EXPERIENTIAL DIVERSITY AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENJOYMENT  

§  They believe it is very important that this nation conserves its natural resources: 79%* (143) 
§  They feel we should be creating more spaces for outdoor recreation: 65%* (179) 
§  They are interested in trying new outdoor activities: 65%* (195) 
§  The time they spend outdoors is a very important time for them to connect with friends and family: 51%* (149) 
§  They’d rather try a lot of different activities than specialize in one or two: 40%* (169) 

   LIKE TO CHALLENGE THEMSELVES & IMPROVE; LESS INTERESTED IN COMPETITION WITH OTHERS 

§  They challenge themselves but they don’t care about being the best: 48%* (146) 
§  They are constantly trying to push their level of performance in outdoor activities: 46%* (208) 
§  Less likely to agree: They regularly sign up for races or fitness related events: 12% (81) 

   HIGHLY ACTIVE & COMMITTED TO THEIR ENGAGEMENT (PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE) 

§  Getting outside is something they want to do: 90%* (163) and feel they need to do: 78%* (165) 
§  They see themselves as very active people into old age: 75%* (213) 
§  They tend to be highly active when they’re outdoors: 61%* (226) 
§  Spending time outdoors is a large part of their everyday life: 57%* (195) 
§  They’re much more active than other people in their community: 44%* (191) 
§  Less likely to agree: They used to be much more active than they are today: 17%^ (44) 
§  Less likely to agree: They have significantly lessened their participation in outdoor endeavors over time: 6%^ (24) 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEAR & BRANDS 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

   CONNECTING & BADGING WITH OUTDOOR BRANDS; APPRECIATE SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES 

§  They tend to buy well-known brands for their outdoor activities: 43%* (167) 
§  Brands that promote an active lifestyle speak to them: 42%* (202) 
§  The outdoor gear or apparel they own says a lot about them as a person: 27%* (148) 
§  They like to be seen wearing brands associated with the outdoors: 23%* (137) 
§  They want to know how the things they buy/wear are made (e.g., materials, origin): 37%* (150) 
§  It’s important that brands are very transparent in their efforts at sustainability: 36%* (146) 
§  They like to support brands that have a strong social mission: 32%* (153) 

   SEEKING FUNCTIONALITY, VERSATILITY & QUALITY (AND ARE WILLING TO PAY FOR IT) 

§  They are far more concerned about function rather than style when shopping for the outdoors: 60%* (147) 
§  They value versatile, multi-purpose gear far more than gear for specific activities: 47%* (124) 
§  They invest in high quality gear for activities they are passionate about: 48%* (201) 
§  They are willing to spend more money for things that are vital to their performance: 45%* (198) 

   ACTIVELY RESEARCHING & INVESTING IN GEAR FOR THEIR ACTIVITIES 

§  They do extensive research before they buy gear or apparel for the outdoors: 43%* (171) 
§  They plan to spend more on outdoor gear or apparel in the future: 31%* (162) 
§  They are constantly on the lookout for new gear or clothes that would enhance their outdoor experience: 31%* (171) 
§  They spend more on outdoor gear and apparel now than they have in the past: 29%* (162) 
§  They prefer to spend their discretionary dollars on their outdoor activities rather than other activities like dining and 

entertainment, etc.: 24%* (138) 
§  They are very knowledgeable on what outdoor gear or equipment is available to rent: 19%* (127) 
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NEVER PARTICIPATED IN 
 

More likely to have at least tried 
most activities 
 
PAST PARTICIPATION  
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

TRIED ONCE OR TWICE 
Rafting | Skateboarding | 
Paintballing | Mountain biking | 
Indoor climbing |  | Rock climbing | 
Cross country skiing | Surfing 
 

DID ON A REGULAR BASIS  
(BUT NOT ANYMORE)  
Water skiing/wakeboarding 
 
 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN 
Within past year 
Participate in most traditional & non-traditional activities at a 
level that is statistically significantly higher than average, some 
examples being:  
 

 
 

4.5  
activities in the 

 past year 

compared to the 
average of  12.6 

activities in the 
 past year 

9.9 
activities in the 

 past year 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

compared to the 
average of  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

6.8  
activities in the 

 past year 

Playing outside, 83%* (141) 

Gardening/doing yard work, 80%* (122) 

Running/jogging, 68%* (172) 

Bicycling, 60%* (160) 

Day hiking, 58%* (175) 

Camping (e.g., hike-in), 49%* (165) 

     Team sports outside, 44%* (163) 

Fishing/Fly fishing, 44%* (153) 

Trail running, 33%* (211) 

Backpacking (overnight), 25%* (198) 

PLANNING TO DO MORE 
Percentage difference between those 
who want to do this activity in the 
future and those who currently do this 
activity 
 

§  Horseback riding +25 
§  Rafting +21 
§  Mountain biking +18 
§  Kayaking +17 
§  Canoeing +16 
§  Indoor climbing +15 
§  Participating in an obstacle race 

+15 
§  Participating in a running race 

+15 
§  Backpacking (overnight) +15 
§  Boating/Sailing +15 
§  Stand-up Paddle-boarding +14 
§  Paintballing +13 
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BRANDS THEY USE 
Brands used in the outdoors 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Other: Columbia, Adidas, Timberland, Cabela’s, Garmin, L.L.Bean, 
Camelbak, C9 by Champion, REI, Ray-Ban, Oakley, Lands’ End, 
Eddie Bauer, Patagonia, Jeep, Merrell, Trek (>10%, Index >120) 
 
 

SPEND 
 

WHAT THEY WILL PAY MORE FOR 
Willing to pay more for something that…(Top 2 Box)  
 

More likely to pay more for most features, but only average for style/
looking athletic. Some of the most prominent include:  

 
MORE LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT:  
§  Is durable: 65%* (140) 
§  Is the highest quality: 60%* (142)  
§  Is versatile/good for many activities: 53* (145) 
§  Is functionally the best on the market: 52%* (152) 
§  Has features/materials that are more comfortable: 52%* (136) 

MORE LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT:  
§  Has features/materials to improve my performance: 47%* (166) 
§  Is highly technical: 29%* (146)  

MORE LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT:  
§  Is from a brand they trust: 55%* (145) 
§  Makes me feel safe: 46%* (137) 
§  Is reviewed highly by others: 36%* (144) 

  

BRANDS THEY KNOW 
Brand familiarity & association with being an “outdoor brand”  
 
 

   
 
 
MORE LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Most outdoor brands 
(some exceptions listed below)  
AVERAGE FAMILIARITY WITH: Trek | Woolrich | Athleta |  
Mountain Hardwear | Teva | Black Diamond | Salomon | Spyder | 
Marmot | SmartWool | Keen | GoLite | Prana 
 
  
Associate most of the brands listed with the outdoors 
LESS LIKELY TO ASSOCIATE THESE BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS: Gap | Victoria’s Secret 
 

56%* (126) 44%* (140) 42%* (170) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

$637  
per year across  
all 4 categories  

(index: 137)  

FUNCTIONAL, HIGH-QUALITY GEAR 
FAMILIAR WITH MOST BRANDS, BUT ONLY AVERAGE 
FAMILIARITY WITH SOME PROMINENT OUTDOOR BRANDS 

SEE FASHION BRANDS AS SEPARATE FROM THE OUTDOORS 

41%* (175) 37%* (168) 

Apparel 
$214, 33% 

Footwear 
$164, 26% 

Equipment  
$187, 29% 

Gadgets/
Electronics 
$74, 12% 

PERFORMANCE & TECHNICAL 

TRUSTED GEAR 
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SHOPPING CRITERIA 
Importance in retailer selection (Top 2 Box)  
 

  

§  Offers a wide selection of apparel, footwear, and equipment: 80%* (142) 
§  Offers a wide selection of brands: 78%* (145) 
§  Carries products for the entire family: 72%* (126) 
§  Carries unique products: 54%* (162) 

 
§  Has extremely functional apparel, footwear, or equipment: 80%* (148) 
§  Offers highly technical or advanced products: 55%* (176) 

§  Has an environment I feel comfortable and welcome in: 66%* (137) 
§  Has a highly knowledgeable sales staff: 62%* (135) 
§  Has a very approachable staff: 60%* (137) 

 
§  Inspires me to get outdoors: 51%* (156) 
§  Inspires me to participate in new outdoor activities: 46%* (170) 
§  Has an atmosphere that reminds me of the outdoors: 38%* (151) 
 
  
  

WHERE THEY GENERALLY SHOP 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 

 
WHERE THEY SHOP FOR OUTDOOR 
GEAR, APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, 
EQUIPMENT 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other: Website of sporting goods chain store, outdoor 
specialty outlet store, branded retail store, website of 
outdoor specialty chain store, branded outdoor retail 
store, website of outdoor retail store 

SHOPPING STYLE 
 

42%* (118) 

§  Sporting goods chain stores (e.g., Dick’s Sporting 
Goods, Sports Authority): 62%* (148) 

§  Department Stores (e.g., Nordstrom, Macy’s): 
44%* (122) 

§  Sporting goods chain stores (e.g., Dick’s Sporting 
Goods, Sports Authority): 48%* (163) 

§  General online retailers (e.g., Amazon, eBay): 35%* 
(138) 

§  Outdoor specialty chain stores (e.g., REI, Cabela’s): 
23%* (185) 

§  Websites of mass merchandisers (e.g., Target.com, 
Walmart.com): 18%* (147) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

SELECTION IS IMPORTANT 

say their shopping style is “shopping 
with intent, but open to ideas” 

FUNCTIONAL & TECHNICAL 

DESPITE OUTDOOR EXPERTISE, STILL SEEK AN APPROACHABLE RETAILER 

LOOKING TO BE INSPIRED  
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TECH USAGE IN GENERAL  
Hours per week spent on each of the following  
 

 
 
 
SPEND MORE TIME  
§  Listening to music or podcasts: 6.3 hours/week (119) 
 
VISITS/USE OF SITES 
§  More likely to visit/use YouTube, sites for online 

retailers, blogs, online magazines, online 
communities, Google 

 
 
 

 

SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 
Among those who used smartphones 
 

  
§  They only use it for non-traditional phone functions, like listening to music, 

taking photos, etc.: 20%* (140) 
§  Less likely to: use it no differently than in daily life: 15%^ (75)  
 
 
 
 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECH IN THE OUTDOORS 
Top 2 Box statement agreement 
 
 

§  The outdoors are a place where you’re meant to disconnect from technology 
and the digital world: 68%* (142) 

§  Technology is an important part of enhancing outdoor experience: 17% (111) 
 

DEVICES USED IN GENERAL 
Use on a regular basis 
 

MORE LIKELY TO USE 
§  Smartphones: 80%* (110) 
§  Laptops: 77%* (107) 
§  GPS or other tech gadgets: 32%* (143) 
 

LESS LIKELY TO USE 
§  A standard cell-phone (non-smartphone): 21%^ (77) 
 
 USING TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 

 

  
MORE LIKELY TO VISIT SITES TO 
Read reviews of outdoor products | Discover new outdoor brands | Discover new 
places to engage in their outdoor activity | Find inspiration for new outdoor 
activities | To find like-minded people who share their interest in a specific activity | 
For inspiration for new outdoor apparel, footwear, or equipment | To compare 
prices of outdoor products | To learn a new outdoor activity  

 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 2 (n=302)  

THE OUTDOORS IS AN ESCAPE FROM TECHNOLOGY 

USE TECH TO ENGAGE WITH BRANDS AND FIND INSPIRATION 

USE PHONE ONLY FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES (E.G., MUSIC, CAMERA) 
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The Urban Athlete is getting outside, likely not from an inherent love of the outdoors, but rather to do 
activities they enjoy. With many in urban environments, they have a less traditional definition of the 
outdoors – just as inclusive of parks and basketball courts as mountains and lakes. They have 
significant barriers to increasing engagement – feeling tight on time, being far from outdoor places, 
preferring indoor comforts, and having little exposure to more traditional outdoor activities. Many grew 
up in team sports and are very active and competitive. They are highly style-conscious, often favoring 
athletic wear, and bringing this apparel into their outdoor activities.  

KEY DEMOS 
Younger | Male | Kids in the household | Live in city centers | Higher income 

OUTDOOR ASPIRATIONS 
Some are content as they are, others would like to venture outdoors a bit more 

KEY MOTIVATORS 
Competition | Thrill | Socializing | Enhanced intensity | NOT to connect with nature   

KEY HINDRANCES 
Free time | Accessibility | Comfort level | Lack of knowledge    

GEAR & APPAREL 
Stylish, highly technical, performance-oriented gear 

BRANDS & RETAILERS 
Mix athletic wear with outdoor brands; identify stronger with athletic brands 

TECHNOLOGY 
Tech is a prominent part of their lives and in the outdoors  

ACTIVITIES 
Team sports | Skateboarding | Yoga | Mountain biking | Races | Drill/CrossFit   

participate in 

5.0  
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

24  
hours outside  

per week 

spend 

$781  
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

8.7 
non-traditional  

activities 

participate in 

4.5 
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

19 
hours outside  

per week 

Spend 

$465 
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

9.9 
non-traditional  

activities 

The Urban Athlete Total 
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GENERAL LIFESTYLE ATTITUDES 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

§  Often feel very crunched for time: 35%* (133) 
§  Are often searching for moments to slow down and recharge: 31%* (117) 

§  Were heavily involved in team sports in high school or college: 35%* (127) 
§  Were heavily involved in programs like Girl Scouts/Boy Scouts: 29%* (142) 
§  Have a wide social circle: 32%* (139)  
§  Have a very active social life: 30%* (144) 

§  Like to stand out in a crowd: 30%* (163) 

§  Are limited in space where they live: 33%* (144) 
§  Utilize sharing & renting opportunities very often: 27%* (209)  

§  Less likely to agree: Experiences are much more important to me than acquiring 
products: 32%^ (72)  

STRESSED & STRETCHED 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

GENDER 
 
 
 
 
AGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD & LOCATION 
 

§  61%* (111) are married 
§  28%* (146) live in a 4-person household 
§  60%* (141) have children in their household 
§  More likely to live in a city center: 33%* (159) 
        

ETHNICITY 
§  More likely to be Hispanic: 23%* (135) 
§  More likely to be Asian: 8%* (154) 

INCOME & EMPLOYMENT 
§  More likely to be employed full-time: 65%* (131) 
§  Mean Income: $80,700 (113)  

18-24, 20%* (146) 

25-34, 41%* (167) 

35-44, 20% (102) 

45-54, 13%^ (57) 

55-65, 7%^ (33) 

Male 
61%* 
(124) 

Female 
39%^ 
(76) 

DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

More “tell everyone” than “keep it to yourself” 
More “rules are made to be broken” than “play by the rules” 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (NON-OUTDOOR)  
(All statistically significantly higher than average)  
 

Write | Go dancing | Meet up with social clubs/groups | Attend art galleries/shows | 
Woodworking/carpentry  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

INVOLVED & SOCIAL 

STAND OUT RATHER THAN FIT IN 

SMALL SPACE SOLUTIONS 

LIKE GEAR/PRODUCTS 
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HOW “OUTDOORSY” THEY SEE THEMSELVES 
 
 
 
 

20% 25% 27%* 

Not at all outdoorsy - 1 2 3 4 5 6 Extremely outdoorsy - 7 

AVERAGE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE 
 
 
 

“I like being outside 
for workouts, but 
then want to come in 
and get clean.” 
 

“I like the outdoors 
and getting out, but 
my lifestyle doesn’t 
allow it so much.”  
 

“I like going outdoors to 
do social things, [but 
I’m] not a very 
outdoorsy nature 
person.”  
 
 

24  
HOURS PER WEEK 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

compared to the 
average of  

WHY THEY SEE THEMSELVES AS THAT LEVEL  
OF “OUTDOORSY” 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

21% 28% 20% 

Segment 3 

Total 

THINK AN “OUTDOORSY PERSON” IS: 
Able to select up to 3 images, all shown have an index > 
120, unless otherwise noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THINK OF THEMSELVES AS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASPIRE TO BE:  
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MOTIVATIONS TO GET OUTSIDE 
Top 2 Box motivation 
 

 
§  To compete with others: 29%* (153) 

 
§  For thrill seeking: 31%* (117) 

§  To connect with others: 38% (112) 

 
§  To enhance the intensity level of an activity (e.g., add obstacles): 

33%* (114) 

 
§  Less likely to agree: For the positive benefits of sunshine and 

fresh air: 43%^ (66) 
§  Less likely to agree: To connect with nature/wilderness (e.g., 

wildlife, vegetation): 41%^ (79) 
§  Less likely to agree: To explore something new: 37%^ (75) 
§  Less likely to agree: To have time to reflect: 35%^ (74) 

HINDRANCES TO OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Top 2 Box hindrance 
 

  
§  The amount of free time they have: 38%* (133) 

 
§  The accessibility of kid-friendly activities: 36%* (201) 
§  They don’t have the necessary transportation available: 27%*(262) 
§  Outdoor places are too far from where they live: 27%* (218) 

§  The cost of participating in certain activities: 32%* (132) 
§  The cost of outdoor equipment/apparel: 30%* (150) 

§  They don’t like to get dirty: 31%* (275) 
§  Their level of physical comfort: 30%* (156) 
§  The difficulty level of certain activities: 30%* (162) 
§  Their energy level: 29%* (141) 
§  They don’t like roughing it: 28%* (153) 
§  Their level of physical fitness: 27%* (152) 
§  They have existing health issues or injuries: 27%* (146) 
§  They are afraid of injuring themselves: 25%* (207) 

 
§  They are intimidated to start or join certain activities: 30%* (205) 
§  They don’t have the information they need to get started: 27%* 

(333) 
§  They were never taught how to do outdoor activities: 26%* (281) 

 *indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

COMPETITION 

FOR THRILLS 

CONNECTING WITH OTHERS 

NOT ENOUGH FREE TIME 

COSTS ARE TOO HIGH 

INTIMIDATION, LACK OF KNOWLEDGE  

DON’T LIKE ROUGHING IT; PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS 

ACCESSIBILITY IS DIFFICULT 

ENHANCING INTENSITY 

NOT MOTIVATED BY CONNECTION TO NATURE  
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OUTDOOR ATTITUDES 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

   NOT HIGHLY ENGAGED WITH NATURE 

§  Less likely to agree: They believe it is very important that this nation conserves its natural resources: 35%^ (64) 
§  Less likely to agree: Getting outside is something they want to do: 34%^ (62) 
§  Less likely to agree: Getting outside is something they feel they need to do: 32%^ (67) 

   ACTIVE & COMPETITIVE APPROACHES 

§  They are much more active than other people in their community: 32%* (138) 
§  They consider themselves more active than outdoorsy: 31%* (129) 
§  They regularly sign up for races or fitness related events: 31%* (212) 

   PUSHING PERFORMANCE TO THE EXTREME 

§  They are constantly trying to push their level of performance in outdoor activities: 32%* (145) 
§  They train/exercise indoors to prepare for their outdoor activities: 32%* (171) 
§  They participate in outdoor activities at a level that some people might consider extreme: 30%* (193) 
§  Less likely to agree: They will never participate in outdoor activities at an extreme level: 34%^ (82) 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEAR & BRANDS 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

   AWARE OF & BUYING OUTDOOR INDUSTRY BRANDS BUT DON’T FEEL SPOKEN TO BY THEM 

§  They tend to buy well-known brands for their outdoor activities: 34%* (133) 
§  Most brands in the outdoor industry don’t speak to them: 32%* (154) 
§  They are very knowledgeable on what outdoor gear or equipment Is available to rent: 31%* (211) 
§  They like to be seen wearing brands associated with the outdoors: 31%* (187) 
§  The outdoor activities they participate in require highly technical gear: 29%* (220) 

   WILLING TO PAY FOR THE BEST  

§  They are willing to spend considerably more on environmentally-friendly products: 32%* (170) 
§  They spend more on outdoor gear and apparel now than they have in the past: 30%* (170) 
§  They are willing to spend more money for things that are vital to their performance: 30%* (130) 
§  They plan to spend more on outdoor gear or apparel in the future: 30%* (155) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are very conscious of price when buying outdoor gear and apparel: 34%^ (71) 
§  Less likely to agree: They don’t need the best gear or equipment on the market for their outdoor activities: 32%^ (88) 
 
 

   STYLE CONSCIOUS; SEEKING & BADGING WITH ACTIVE, VERSATILE BRANDS 

§  The outdoor gear or apparel they own says a lot about them as people: 33%* (176) 
§  Brands that promote an active lifestyle speak to them: 32%* (153) 
§  They are constantly on the lookout for new gear or clothes that would enhance their outdoor experience: 30%* (164) 
§  The apparel they buy for the outdoors is no different than what they buy for everyday life: 29%* (142) 
§  They tend to use products and brands from other activities (e.g., yoga, going to the gym) for their outdoor pursuits: 

27%* (131) 
§  They are far more concerned with style rather than function when shopping for the outdoors: 26%* (210) 
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NEVER PARTICIPATED IN 
All statistically significantly higher than 
average, only a selection shown 
 

Scenic-driving/Road tripping | 
Attending outdoor concerts/festivals 
| Sightseeing | Attending community 
activities | Gardening/yard work 
 
PAST PARTICIPATION  
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

TRIED ONCE OR TWICE  
Road biking | Trail running | Snow 
boarding | Skiing (Alpine/downhill) 
 

DID ON A REGULAR BASIS  
(BUT NOT ANYMORE)  
 

Swimming 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN 
Within past year 
Participate in a number of activities at a level that is statistically 
significantly higher than average, some examples being:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participate in fewer low-key non-traditional activities (e.g., 
relaxing outside, gardening)  
 
 

 
 

4.5  
activities in the 

 past year 

compared to the 
average of  8.7 

activities in the 
 past year 

9.9 
activities in the 

 past year 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

compared to the 
average of  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

5.0  
activities in the 

 past year 

Playing team sports outside, 32%* (119) 

Golfing, 25%* (138) 

Commuting to work/school by bike, 21%* (140) 

Outdoor yoga, 20%* (175) 

Mountain Biking, 19%* (148) 

Participating in a running race, 18%* (132) 

Doing drills, boot camps, etc., 18%* (176) 

Water skiing/wakeboarding, 17%* (199) 

CrossFit, HIIT, drills, etc., 17%* (154) 

Participating in an obstacle race, 16%* (200) 

Rock Climbing, 15%* (185) 

Skateboarding, 15%* (228) 

PLANNING TO DO MORE 
Percentage difference between those 
who want to do this activity in the 
future and those who currently do this 
activity 
 

§  Yoga (indoors) +9 
§  Surfing +8 
§  Car camping +7 
§  Paintballing +7 
§  Canoeing +6 
§  Fishing/Fly fishing +6 
§  Water skiing/wakeboarding +5 
§  Indoor climbing +5 
§  Trail running +5 
§  Skiing (cross-country) +5 
§  Horseback riding +5 
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BRANDS THEY USE 
Brands used in the outdoors 
 
 

 
 
 
Other: Target, Jeep, Callaway, Victoria’s Secret, Subaru, 
Stanley, Marmot, Black Diamond, Billabong, Athleta, Spyder, 
Prana, GoLite, Keen, Lululemon 
 

SPEND 
 

WHAT THEY WILL PAY MORE FOR 
Willing to pay more for something that…(Top 2 Box)  
 

  
§  Is highly technical: 32%* (164) 
§  Less for: versatility/good for many activities: 31%^ (84) 
§  Less for: durability: 37%^ (80) 

§  Makes me look athletic: 33%* (178) 
§  Is stylish: 32%* (143) 
  
 
§  Is reviewed highly by others: 32%* (129) 
§  Is something they saw advertised: 31%* (227) 
§  Was recommended by friends/family: 30%* (151) 
§  Is from a brand they used growing up: 29%* (148) 
§  Is something my friends/family use/wear: 29%* (176) 

BRANDS THEY KNOW 
Brand familiarity & association with being an “outdoor brand”  
 
 

   
 
MORE LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: GoPro | C9 by Champion 
| Callaway | Mountain Hardwear | Woolrich | Patagonia | Billabong | 
Black Diamond | Athleta | Camelbak | FitBit | Salomon | SmartWool 
| Merrell | Teva | Keen | Lululemon | Trek | Spyder | Marmot | 
GoLite | Prana 
LESS LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Home Depot | Skechers | 
Coleman | Subaru 
 
 
 
 
MORE LIKELY TO ASSOCIATE THESE BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS: Target | Gap | Lululemon | Victoria’s Secret | Prana 
 

32%* (123) 15%* (201) 9%* (223) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

$781  
per year across  
all 4 categories  

(index: 168)  

TECHNICAL & SPECIFIC OVER VERSATILE 

A STYLISH, ATHLETIC LOOK 

DESPITE LOWER OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT, VERY FAMILIAR 
WITH A RANGE OF OUTDOOR BRANDS 

MORE INCLUSIVE OF NON-TRADITIONAL OUTDOOR BRANDS 
(E.G. FASHION & YOGA BRANDS)  

A POSITIVE OPINION FROM OTHERS 

Apparel 
$214, 27% 

Footwear 
$190, 24% 

Equipment  
$191, 24% 

Gadgets/
Electronics 
$185, 24% 
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SHOPPING CRITERIA 
Importance in retailer selection (Top 2 Box)  
 

 
§  Has extremely stylish apparel, footwear, or equipment: 40%* (114) 
§  Less: Has extremely functional apparel, footwear, or equipment: 38%^ (70) 

§  Carries unique products: 39%* (117) 
§  Less: Offers a wide selection of apparel, footwear, and equipment: 48%^ (85) 
§  Less:  Offers a wide selection of brands: 41%* (77) 

§  Less: Has the lowest prices: 48%^ (83) 
§  Less: Has specials or sales: 43%^ (68) 
§  Less: Allows you to compare prices: 41%^ (87) 

§  Offers products for beginners: 35%* (120) 
§  Offers classes for beginners: 32%* (169) 
§  Offers equipment for rent: 30%* (173) 

§  Has a mobile shopping app: 33%* (183) 
§  Has a loyalty/rewards program: 37%* (124) 

 
 

WHERE THEY GENERALLY SHOP 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 

 
 

WHERE THEY SHOP FOR OUTDOOR 
GEAR, APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, 
EQUIPMENT 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other: Branded outdoor retail store, website of 
branded retail store, website of outdoor specialty chain 
store, discount outdoor specific online retailer, outdoor-
specific online retailer, website of local independent 
outdoor specialty store 

SHOPPING STYLE 
 

17%* (301) 
 

7%* (196) §  Websites of department stores (e.g., 
Nordstrom.com, Macys.com): 23%* (123) 

§  Websites of sporting goods chain stores (e.g., 
Dickssportinggoods.com, Sportsauthority.com): 
22%* (128) 

§  Websites of sporting goods chain stores (e.g., 
Dickssportinggoods.com, Sportsauthority.com): 
14%* (151) 

§  Websites of department stores (e.g., 
Nordstrom.com, Macys.com): 11%* (195) 

§  Branded retail stores (e.g., Gap, Urban Outfitters): 
11%* (142) 

§  Websites of outdoor retail stores (e.g., 
Patagonia.com, Northface.com): 9%* (182) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

SEEK STYLISH RETAILERS OVER FUNCTIONAL ONES 

say their shopping style is “buying on 
impulse” 

say their shopping style is “seeking 
information” 

UNIQUENESS OVER BROAD SELECTION 

LESS PRICE SENSITIVE 

NEED BEGINNER INFO & RENTALS 

LIKE RETAILERS WITH SHOPPING APPS & LOYALTY PROGRAMS 
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TECH USAGE IN GENERAL  
Hours per week spent on each of the following  
 
 
 
SPEND MORE TIME  
§  Using smartphone apps: 5.6 hours/week (143) 
§  Talking on the phone: 4.7 hours/week (124) 
§  Playing video games: 4.8 hours/week (140) 
§  Streaming movies: 4.1 hours/week (144) 
§  Reading newspapers/mags: 3.4 hours/week (138) 
 
 
 
SPEND LESS TIME 
§  Listening to the radio: 4.4 hours/week (82) 
 
VISITS/USE OF SITES 
§  More likely to visit/use YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, online communities & forums, and online mags 
 
 
 

 

SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 
Among those who used smartphones 
 

  
§  They use it to stay in contact with others: 33%* (124) 
§  They use it to enhance their outdoor activities (e.g., performance tracking): 

19%* (151) 
§  Less likely to: only bring it with them for safety/security, but rarely use it: 10%* 

(57) 
§  Less likely to: not use their smartphone when they participate in outdoor 

activities: 5%^ (53) 
 
 
 
 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECH IN THE OUTDOORS 
Top 2 Box statement agreement 
 

  
§  Technology is an important part of enhancing outdoor experience: 26%* (172) 
§  Less likely to agree: The outdoors are a place where you’re meant to 

disconnect from technology and the digital world: 34%^ (71) 
 

DEVICES USED IN GENERAL 
Use on a regular basis 
 

MORE LIKELY TO USE 
§  Smartphones: 81%* (111) 
§  Laptops: 77%* (108) 
§  Tablets: 54%* (122) 
§  GPS or other tech gadgets: 29%* (132) 
§  E-readers: 23%* (128) 
 

USING TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 
 

  
MORE LIKELY TO VISIT SITES TO 
To track the performance of competitors in outdoor activities | To share details 
about their outdoor activities | To track their performance in outdoor activities | To 
feel like they’re experiencing the outdoors 

 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 3 (n=500) 

WELCOMED MORE THAN SHUNNED  

TO TRACK & SHOW OFF PERFORMANCE 

PHONE IS MORE WIDELY USED IN THE OUTDOORS 
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KEY DEMOS 
Younger | Male | Kids in the household  

OUTDOOR ASPIRATIONS 
Aspire to get farther into the “outdoors,” but day-to-day is likely close to home 

KEY MOTIVATORS 
Adventure | Challenge | Physical exercise | Connection   

KEY HINDRANCES 
Outdoor places are far from where they live | NOT physically limited 

GEAR & APPAREL 
Buy specific rather than versatile good | Utilize rentals | Like an athletic look 

BRANDS & RETAILERS 
Rely mainly on athletic brands, with some inclusion of fashion & yoga brands 

TECHNOLOGY 
Use tech in a social way – sharing photos of activities, finding like-minded people 

ACTIVITIES 
Mix of traditional & non – Sports | Running | Camping | Mountain biking | CrossFit  

participate in 

5.1  
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

20  
hours outside  

per week 

spend 

$476  
per year on  

outdoor gear 

The Aspirational Core is aspirationally outdoorsy. They turn to the outdoors for adventure, which 
may take them farther from home. This may not be realistic in their everyday life, but it may warrant 
an annual ski trip. Rather than participating in a large range of activities, they focus on improving 
their performance in a select few. They do feel they need good gear, but are open to relying on 
rentals. They favor athletic and fashion brands slightly more than traditional outdoor brands.  

participate in 

10.4  
non-traditional  

activities 

participate in 

4.5 
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

19 
hours outside  

per week 

Spend 

$465 
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

9.9 
non-traditional  

activities 

The Aspirational Core Total 
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GENERAL LIFESTYLE ATTITUDES 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

§  Less likely to agree: They are more traditional in their values & beliefs: 32%^ (75) 
§  Like to stand out in a crowd: 19% (101) 

§  Less likely to agree: Experiences are much more important to me than acquiring 
products: 29%^ (66) 

§  Less likely to agree: They are not to concerned with what others think of them: 32%^ 
(76) 

§  Utilize sharing and renting opportunities very often: 16% (122)  

LESS TRADITIONAL 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

GENDER 
 
 
 
 
AGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD & LOCATION 
 

§  32%* (117) are single 
§  53% (96) are married 
§  25%* (130) live in a 4-person household 
§  45% (106) have children in their household 
        

ETHNICITY 
§  More likely to be African American: 15% (116) 
§  More likely to be Asian: 8%* (156) 

INCOME & EMPLOYMENT 
§  More likely to be employed full-time: 56%* (115) 
§  More likely to be a full-time student: 10%* (157) 
§  Mean Income: $74,600 (105)  
 
 
 
 
 

18-24, 19%* (140) 

25-34, 32%* (130) 

35-44, 18% (91) 

45-54, 20% (87) 

55-65, 12%^ (60) 

Male 
57%* 
(115) 

Female 
43%^ 
(85) 

DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

More “make it happen” than “let it happen” 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (NON-OUTDOOR)  
(All statistically significantly higher than average)  
 

Go to the movies 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

MAY BE MORE GEAR-ORIENTED TO IMPRESS 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SHARES & RENTALS 
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AVERAGE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE 
 
 
 

HOW “OUTDOORSY” THEY SEE THEMSELVES 
 
 
 
 

“I just love being in the 
outdoors. It keeps me 
active and not idle.”  
 

“I like to take walks, 
run, and play sports 
and outdoor games 
outside.”  
 

“There are activities 
that I do outside, but 
I’m not a huge 
outdoorsy person.”  
 
 

20  
HOURS PER WEEK 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

compared to the 
average of  

WHY THEY SEE THEMSELVES AS THAT LEVEL  
OF “OUTDOORSY” 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

21% 28% 20% 

Segment 4 

Total 

20% 37%* 20% 

Not at all outdoorsy - 1 2 3 4 5 6 Extremely outdoorsy - 7 

THINK AN “OUTDOORSY PERSON” IS: 
Able to select up to 3 images, all shown have an index > 
120, unless otherwise noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THINK OF THEMSELVES AS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASPIRE TO BE:  
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MOTIVATIONS TO GET OUTSIDE 
Top 2 Box motivation 
 

 
§  For physical exercise: 68%* (115) 
§  To improve overall physical health: 65%* (108) 
§  To make physical exercise more enjoyable: 58%* (110) 
§  To push them to their personal best: 48%* (125) 
§  To challenge themselves: 46%* (121) 
§  To improve performance in a specific activity: 44%* (124) 
§  To enhance the intensity level of an activity (e.g., add obstacles): 

39%* (135) 
§  To compete with others: 32%* (168)  

 
§  To explore something new: 54%* (111) 
§  To have an adventure: 52%* (113) 
§  To make everyday activities more exciting: 46% (110) 
 
 
§  For creative inspiration: 44%* (125) 
§  To connect with their spirituality: 40% (111) 
§  To model healthy behaviors for others: 42%* (125) 
§  To connect with others: 38% (113) 
 

HINDRANCES TO OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Top 2 Box hindrance 
 

  
§  Outdoor places are far from where they live: 16%* (129) 
 
 

§  Less likely to agree: My energy level: 17%^ (81) 
§  Less likely to agree: Existing health issues or injuries: 14%^ (77) 
§  Less likely to agree: Level of physical comfort: 12%^ (62) 
§  Less likely to agree: Don’t like roughing it: 10%^ (53) 
§  Less likely to agree: Afraid of injuring themselves: 9%^ (70) 
§  Less likely to agree: Don’t like to get dirty: 6%^ (58) 

 
 
§  Less likely to agree: Family did not participate in outdoor activities 

when they were growing up: 10% (79) 
§  Less likely to agree: Are intimidated to start or join certain 

activities: 8%^ (56) 
§  Less likely to agree: The difficulty level of certain activities: 7%^ 

(40) 
§  Less likely to agree: Don’t have the information they need to get 

started: 6% (70) 
§  Less likely to agree: Never taught how to do outdoor activities: 

5%^ (56) 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY & PERFORMANCE PUSHING 

POSSIBILITIES FOR ADVENTURE & EXPLORATION 

CONNECTION & INSPIRATION 

ACCESSIBILITY FROM HOME 

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS ARE NOT BARRIERS 

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE IS NOT A BARRIER 
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OUTDOOR ATTITUDES 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

   APPRECIATE BEING ENABLED 

§  They’re too busy for outdoor activities: 17% (121) 
§  They plan to move to a community that is more of a hub for outdoor activity: 17% (114) 
 

   ACTIVE & PERFORMANCE DRIVEN (VERSUS NATURE ORIENTED) 

§  Less likely to agree: Getting outside is something they want to do: 44%^ (80) 
§  Less likely to agree: They believe it is very important that this nation conserves its natural resources: 30%^ (54) 
§  They consider themselves more active than outdoorsy: 30%* (123) 
§  They are constantly trying to push their level of performance in outdoor activities: 26% (118) 
§  They train/exercise indoors to prepare for their outdoor activities: 21% (112) 
§  They regularly sign up for races or fitness related events: 19%* (131) 

   SEEKING OUT ADVENTURES & EXTREMES 

§  They participate in outdoor activities at a level that some people might consider extreme: 21%* (132) 
§  For outdoor activities, they prefer to go with a guide or instructor: 16% (124) 
§  Less likely to agree: They will never participate in outdoor activities at an extreme level: 28%^ (68) 
§  Less likely to agree: It’s very important to maintain some level of comfort when they’re outdoors: 27%^ (61) 
§  Less likely to agree: For outdoor activities, they tend to stay closer to home: 18%^ (75) 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEAR & BRANDS 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

   NOT AS INTERESTED IN PRODUCTION / SUSTAINABILITY STORIES 

§  Less likely to agree: They think it’s important that brands are very transparent in their efforts at sustainability: 20%^ 
(81) 

§  Less likely to agree: They want to know how the things they buy/wear are made (e.g., materials, origin): 20%^ (82)  
§  Less likely to agree: Like to support brands that have a strong social mission: 16%^ (74) 

 

   WILLING TO PAY FOR QUALITY BUT NOT TOP GEAR, TAILORED TO SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES (RENTING TOO) 

§  Less likely to agree: They are very conscious of price when buying outdoor gear and apparel: 35%^ (74) 
§  Less likely to agree: They don’t need the best gear or equipment on the market for their outdoor activities: 24%^ (66) 
§  Less likely to agree: They value versatile, multi-purpose gear far more than gear for specific activities: 23%^ (61) 
§  The outdoor activities they participate in require highly technical gear: 15% (112) 
§  They would rather rent or borrow equipment for outdoor activities than own it: 19%* (127) 
§  Less likely to agree: Apparel they buy for the outdoors isn’t different than what they buy for everyday life: 16%^ (80) 
§  Less likely to agree: Most brands in the outdoor industry do not speak to them: 15%^ (74) 

   STYLE CONSCIOUS, IDENTIFY & BADGE WITH OUTDOOR BRANDS 

§  Less likely to agree: They are far more concerned about function rather than style when shopping for the outdoors: 
23%^ (55) 

§  They are far more concerned with style rather than function when shopping for the outdoors: 19%* (153) 
§  They like to be seen wearing brands associated with the outdoors: 19% (117) 
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NEVER PARTICIPATED IN 
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

Sightseeing  
 
PAST PARTICIPATION  
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

TRIED ONCE OR TWICE 
Indoor climbing | Gardening/yard 
work | Stand-up paddle boarding  
 

DID ON A REGULAR BASIS  
(BUT NOT ANYMORE)  
Day hiking | Cross-country skiing | 
Rock climbing  
 
 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN 
Within past year 
 

 
 

4.5  
activities in the 

 past year 

compared to the 
average of  10.4 

activities in the 
 past year 

9.9 
activities in the 

 past year 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

compared to the 
average of  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

5.1  
activities in the 

 past year 

Playing outside, 65%* (111) 

Running/jogging, 48%* (121) 

Camping (e.g., hike-in), 36%* (121) 

Playing team sports outside, 36%* (134) 

Participating in a running race, 23%* (164) 

Commuting to work/school by bike, 20%* (136) 

Trail running, 20%* (126) 

Mountain biking, 18%* (139) 

CrossFit, HIIT, drills, etc., 17%* (158) 

Doing drills & boot camps outside, 14%* (134) 

Paintballing, 12%* (154) 

Participating in an obstacle race, 11%* (140) 

PLANNING TO DO MORE 
Percentage difference between those 
who want to do this activity in the 
future and those who currently do this 
activity 
 

§  Horseback riding +12 
§  Fishing/Fly fishing +12 
§  Kayaking +11 
§  Rafting +11 
§  Going to the beach +11 
§  Canoeing +10 
§  Paintballing +9 
§  Participating in an obstacle race 

+8 
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BRANDS THEY USE 
Brands they use in the outdoors 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Other: Urban Outfitters, Billabong, GoLite, Lululemon 
 

SPEND 
 

WHAT THEY WILL PAY MORE FOR 
Willing to pay more for something that…(Top 2 Box)  
 

  
§  Makes me look athletic: 24%* (129) 
§  Less for: features/materials that are more comfortable: 32%^ (85) 
§  Less for: something versatile/good for many activities: 30%^ (84) 

§  Is something my family/friends use/wear: 20%* (123) 

§  Less for: something made in America: 24%^ (79) 

BRANDS THEY KNOW 
Brand familiarity & association with being an “outdoor brand”  
 
 

   
MORE LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Lululemon | Athleta 
 
 
MORE LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: 
Home Depot | Target | Coleman | L.L.Bean | Cabela’s | Lands’ End 
| REI  
 
 
 
MORE LIKELY TO ASSOCIATE THESE BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS: Walmart | Target | Gap | Victoria’s Secret 
 

53%* (119) 14%* (137) 7% (141) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

$476  
per year across  
all 4 categories  

(index: 102)  

FOR THE LOOK  RATHER THAN COMFORT & VERSATILITY MORE FAMILIAR WITH YOGA & ATHLETIC FASHIONS 

LESS FAMILIAR WITH SOME LARGER RETAILERS & BRANDS 

VERY INCLUSIVE OF WHAT IT MEANS TO BE AN  
OUTDOOR BRAND 

Apparel 
$148, 31% 

Footwear 
$129, 27% 

Equipment  
$118, 25% 

Gadgets/
Electronics 
$80, 17% 

SOURCE SOME IDEAS FROM FRIENDS/FAMILY 

CARE LESS ABOUT WHERE IT’S MADE 
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SHOPPING CRITERIA 
Importance in retailer selection (Top 2 Box)  
 

  
§  Inspires me to participate in new outdoor activities: 36%* (131) 
§  Has an atmosphere that reminds me of the outdoors: 32%* (129) 

 
§  Offers highly technical/advanced products: 38%* (121) 

 
§  Offers equipment for rent: 23%* (136) 

 
§  Has a mobile shopping app: 23%* (127) 

 
§  Has specials or sales: 58%^ (92) 
§  Offers free shipping or returns on their website: 46%^ (88) 

 
§  Offers a wide selection of brands: 48%^ (89) 
§  Offers a wide selection of apparel, footwear, and equipment: 44%^ (79) 
 
 

WHERE THEY GENERALLY SHOP 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 

 
 
 
WHERE THEY SHOP FOR OUTDOOR 
GEAR, APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, 
EQUIPMENT 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 
 

SHOPPING STYLE 
 

38% (95) 

§  Outdoor specialty outlet stores (e.g., The North 
Face Outlet, Under Armour Outlet): 22%* (133) 

§  Sporting Goods Chain Stores (e.g., Dick’s 
Sporting Goods, Sports Authority): 33% (113) 

§  Outdoor specialty outlet stores (e.g., The North 
Face Outlet, Under Armour Outlet): 14%* (154) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

LOOKING TO BE INSPIRED 

say their shopping style is “on a mission 
to get what I need” 

BELIEVE THEY NEED THE BEST 

ENJOY RENTING 

LIKE RETAILERS WITH SHOPPING APPS 

LESS SWAYED BY DEALS 

CARE LESS ABOUT SELECTION 
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TECH USAGE IN GENERAL  
Hours per week spent on each of the following  
 

 
 
 
SPEND MORE TIME  
§  Using smartphone apps: 4.7 hours/week (118) 
 
 
VISITS/USE OF SITES 
§  More likely than average to use Instagram 
§  Less likely than average to visit sites for online 

retailers, online communities and online magazines 
 
 
 

 

SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 
Among those who used smartphones 
 

  
§  They use it to stay in contact with others: 35%* (132) 
§  Less likely to: use it for non-traditional phone functions like listening to music, 

taking photos, etc.: 10%^ (72) 
§  Less likely to: bring it with them for safety/security, but rarely use it: 12%^ (68) 
 
 
 
 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECH IN THE OUTDOORS 
Top 2 Box statement agreement 
 

  
§  Technology is an important part of enhancing their outdoor experience: 21%* 

(138) 
§  Less likely to agree: The outdoors is a place where you’re meant to disconnect 

from technology and the digital world: 25%^ (53) 

DEVICES USED IN GENERAL 
Use on a regular basis 
 

MORE LIKELY TO USE 
§  Smartphones: 81%* (111) 
 

USING TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 
 

  
MORE LIKELY TO VISIT SITES TO 
Share photos/videos of their outdoor activities | Find like-minded people who 
share an interest in their activities | To feel like part of an outdoor community | To 
track the performance of competitors in outdoor activities | To feel like they’re 
experiencing the outdoors | To track their performance in outdoor activities 

 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 4 (n=349) 

NOT SHYING AWAY FROM INTEGRATING TECH 

SOCIAL CONNECTION THROUGH TECH 

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH OTHERS DURING OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
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KEY DEMOS 
Older | Female | Kids out of the household | Midwestern | Rural | Caucasian  

OUTDOOR ASPIRATIONS 
Content with their outdoor engagement 

KEY MOTIVATORS 
Enjoyment | Health | Alone time | NOT competition or performance 

KEY HINDRANCES 
Free time | NOT physically limited | NOT intimidated/limited by experience level 

GEAR & APPAREL 
Seek sensible basics – versatile, affordable, comfortable, durable 

BRANDS & RETAILERS 
Favor long-standing mainstream brands (e.g., Coleman) 

TECHNOLOGY 
Low tech engagement in general. Use the outdoors to further disconnect.  

ACTIVITIES 
Favor low-key activities: Relaxing outside | Walking for enjoyment | Gardening 

participate in 

3.8  
traditional  
activities 

spend 

19  
hours outside  

per week 

spend 

$284  
per year on  

outdoor gear 

The Athleisurist is comfortable with where they are right now. They tend to be a bit older, a little less social, 
and value experiences highly. This is reflected in how they engage with the outdoors. They find their ‘center’ 
in the outdoors.  Intensity is not a priority – it is truly about the enjoyment and escape they experience when 
outdoors. Though they aren’t extremely active while outdoors, they are in good health and have few barriers 
to getting outside. Their aspirations are more in line with leisure than intensity. For gear, they tend to stick to 
the basics – seeking versatility, function, and comfort, and they look to long-standing, sensible brands to 
equip them with this.  

participate in 

10.1  
non-traditional  

activities 

participate in 

4.5 
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

19 
hours outside  

per week 

Spend 

$465 
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

9.9 
non-traditional  

activities 

The Athleisurist Total 
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GENERAL LIFESTYLE ATTITUDES 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

§  Experiences are much more important to them than acquiring products or goods: 
56%* (127) 

§  They strive to be very well-rounded: 56%* (119) 
§  They are always striving to improve their life: 48%* (109) 
§  Less likely to agree: They do a lot of planning for their future: 27%^ (82) 

§  Less likely to be: heavily involved in team sports in high school or college: 20%^ (74) 
§  Less likely to agree: They have a wide social circle: 16%^ (71) 
§  Less likely to agree: They have a very active social life: 13%^ (63)  

§  They are very comfortable with who they are today: 49%* (112) 
§  Less likely to agree: They like to stand out in a crowd: 10%^ (53) 

§  They are somewhat healthier than their peers: 33%* (125)  

TAKING IN EXPERIENCES 

LESS SOCIAL 

NOT LOOKING TO STAND OUT 

ON TRACK WITH HEALTH 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

GENDER 
 
 
 
 
AGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD & LOCATION 
 

§  55% (100) are married 
§  13%* (158) are divorced 
§  40%* (123) live in a 2 person household 
§  66%* (116) do not have children living in their 

household 
§  More likely to live in the Midwest: 24%* (117) 
§  More likely to live in a rural area: 15%* (138) 
        

ETHNICITY 
§  More likely to be Caucasian: 75%* (117) 

INCOME & EMPLOYMENT 
§  Less likely to be employed full-time: 37%^ (76) 
§  Mean Income: $67,000 (94)  
 
 
 
 
 

Male 
41%^ 
(83) 

Female 
59%* 
(117) 

DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

More “keep it to yourself” than “tell everyone” 
More “do what’s good for you” than “do what feels good” 
More conservative than progressive 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (NON-OUTDOOR)  
(All statistically significantly higher than average)  
 

Watching TV/movies at home | Browsing the internet | Listening to music | Reading 
books | Catching up on current events | Traveling (domestically) | Entertaining friends/
relatives at home | Crafts 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 5 (n=503) 

18-24, 10%^ (71) 

25-34, 14%^ (57) 

35-44, 18% (91) 

45-54, 30%* (135) 

55-65, 28%* (141) 
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AVERAGE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE 
 
 
 

THINK AN “OUTDOORSY PERSON” IS: 
Able to select up to 3 images, all shown have an index > 
120, unless otherwise noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THINK OF THEMSELVES AS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASPIRE TO BE:  
 
 

HOW “OUTDOORSY” THEY SEE THEMSELVES 
 
 
 
 

25%*  36%* 19% 

Not at all outdoorsy - 1 2 3 4 5 6 Extremely outdoorsy - 7 

“Most people use the word 
outdoorsy to mean that they 
like to go camping and 
hiking. I am not interested in 
doing activities such as 
those, but I do love being 
outside on my days off, 
enjoying the weather and 
people watching.”  
 

“I would rather 
be outside than 
inside. I love 
nature, animals, 
camping, 
gardening, and 
taking care of my 
yard.”  
 

“I am a passive 
observer of the 
outdoors. I enjoy 
walks in places of 
natural beauty, but 
don’t usually go on 
hikes, rock climbs, 
or anything like 
that.”  
 
 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

compared to the 
average of  

WHY THEY SEE THEMSELVES AS THAT LEVEL  
OF “OUTDOORSY” 
 
 
 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 

21% 28% 20% 

Segment 5 

Total 
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MOTIVATIONS TO GET OUTSIDE 
Top 2 Box motivation 
 

 
§  To have fun: 81%* (125) 
§  For the positive benefits of sunshine and fresh air: 80%* (123) 
§  To relieve stress: 70%* (119) 
§  To improve their overall mental health: 67%* (119) 
§  To connect with nature/wilderness: 62%* (122) 
§  To make physical exercise more enjoyable: 62%* (118) 
§  To escape from everyday life: 59%* (115) 
§  To give their life balance: 57%* (117) 
§  To have time to reflect: 55%* (114) 
§  To disconnect from communications: 49%* (117) 
 
  
§  For physical exercise: 74%* (124) 
§  To improve their overall physical health: 74%* (123) 
§  To maintain or lose weight: 57%* (114) 
§  Less likely to agree: to compete with others: 5%^ (28) 
§  Less likely to agree: for thrill-seeking: 18%^ (67) 
§  Less likely to agree:  to enhance the intensity level of an activity: 

19%^ (67) 
§  Less likely to agree:  to improve performance in a specific activity: 

29%^ (81) 
§  Less likely to agree: to push them to their personal best: 33%^(85) 

§  To have time to themselves: 61%* (114) 
§  Less likely to agree: to connect with others: 28%^ (83) 
 
 

HINDRANCES TO OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Top 2 Box hindrance 
 

  
§  The amount of free time they have: 28% (99) 

  
§  NOT the cost of outdoor equipment/apparel: 13%^ (65) 
 
  
§  Less likely to be: Their energy level: 11%^ (53) 
§  Less likely to be: Existing health issues or injuries: 10%^ (53) 
§  Less likely to be: Afraid of injuring themselves: 5%^ (45) 
§  Less likely to be: Their level of physical fitness: 6%^ (32) 
 
  
§  Less likely to be: that they don’t like roughing it: 11%^ (58) 
§  Less likely to be: their level of physical comfort: 6%^ (33) 
§  Less likely to be: that they don’t like to get dirty: 3%^ (26) 
 
  
§  Less likely to be: the difficulty level of certain activities: 9%^ (52) 
§  Less likely to be: that they’re intimidated to start or join certain 

activities: 6%^ (41) 
§  Less likely to be: that their family did not participate in outdoor 

activities when they were growing up: 5%^ (36) 
§  Less likely to be: that  they were never taught how to do outdoor 

activities: 3%^ (30) 
§  Less likely to be: that they don’t have the information they need to 

get started: 3%^ (32) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 

LOOKING FOR ENJOYMENT & ESCAPE 

MOTIVATED BY HEALTH, NOT COMPETITION OR INTENSITY 

SEEKING ALONE TIME 

SLIGHTLY HINDERED BY FREE TIME 

NOT HINDERED BY COST 

NOT HINDERED BY PHYSICAL ASPECTS 

OUTDOOR ELEMENTS ARE NOT A BARRIER 

NOT LIMITED BY EXPERIENCE LEVEL 
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OUTDOOR ATTITUDES 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 

   THOSE WITH KIDS WANT TO INSTILL THEIR OUTDOOR PHILOSOPHY IN THEIR CHILDREN  

§  Think it’s natural for kids to spend a lot of time outdoors: 82%* (124)  
§  Encourage their kids to spend time outdoors in an effort to keep them healthy: 80%* (123)  
§  Want their kids to have an outdoor experience similar to their own: 69%* (123) 
§  Spend time outdoors to set a good example for their kids: 58%* (115)  

 

   GETTING OUTSIDE IS A LIFESTYLE 

§  Getting outside is something they want to do: 77%* (140) 
§  Getting outside is something they feel they need to do: 64%* (136)  
§  See themselves as being a very active person into old age: 44%* (124) 
§  Less likely to agree: They have significantly lessened their participation in outdoor endeavors over time: 10%^ (45)  

   IT’S NOT ABOUT ACTIVITY, AND DEFINITELY NOT ABOUT PERFORMANCE 

§  Will never participate in outdoor activities at an extreme level: 48%* (115) 
§  They challenge themselves, but don’t care about being the best: 40%* (122)  
§  Less likely to agree: They participate in outdoor activities at a level some people might consider extreme: 3%^ (19) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are constantly trying to push their level of performance in outdoor activities: 10%^ (45) 
§  Don’t believe brands that promote an active lifestyle speak to them: 11%^ (55)  
§  Don’t consider themselves more active than outdoorsy: 16%^ (67) 
§  Less likely to agree: They tend to be highly active when they’re outdoors: 22%^ (83)  
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEAR & BRANDS 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

   FEEL INCLUDED BY BRANDS, BUT AREN’T INTO BADGING 

§  Less likely to agree: They are constantly on the lookout for new gear or clothes that would enhance their outdoor 
experience: 5%^ (29) 

§  Less likely to agree: The outdoor gear or apparel they own says a lot about them as a person: 7%^ (35)  
§  Less likely to agree: They feel as though most brands in the outdoor industry don’t speak to them: 13%^ (60) 

 

   JUST NEED “GOOD ENOUGH” AT A REASONABLE PRICE 

§  Are very conscious of price when buying outdoor gear and apparel: 58%* (121) 
§  Don’t need the best gear or equipment on the market for their outdoor activities: 45%* (125) 
§  Less likely to agree: The outdoor activities they participate in require highly technical gear: 1%^ (10) 
§  Less likely to agree: They plan to spend more on outdoor gear or apparel in the future: 10%^ (52) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are willing to spend more money for things that are vital to their performance: 14%^ (63) 

   MAKE SENSIBLE PURCHASES 

§  Are far more concerned about function rather than style when shopping for the outdoors: 53%* (128) 
§  It is very important for them to maintain some level of comfort when they’re outdoors: 50%* (113)  
§  Value versatile, multi-purpose gear far more than gear for specific activities: 43%* (112) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are far more concerned with style rather than function when shopping for the outdoors: 

2%^ (14)  

  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 
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Relaxing outside, 91%* (114) 

Walking for enjoyment, 85%* (114) 

Barbecuing or picnicking, 85%* (113) 

Walking for a specific purpose, 83%* (115) 

Gardening/Doing yard work, 80%* (123) 

Attending community activities, 73%* (117) 

Going to a park or playground, 70%* (108) 

Sightseeing, 70%* (115) 

Playing outside, 66%* (111) 

Scenic-driving/Road-tripping, 66%* (120) 

Day hiking, 41%* (122) 

Bird Watching/Wildlife viewing, 36%* (121) 

NEVER PARTICIPATED IN 
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

Surfing | Snowboarding | CrossFit | 
Participating in a running race | 
Team sports | Mountain biking 
 
PAST PARTICIPATION  
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

TRIED ONCE OR TWICE 
Fly fishing/fishing | Backpacking  
 

DID ON A REGULAR BASIS 
(BUT NOT ANYMORE) 
Running/jogging 
 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

PLANNING TO DO MORE 
Percentage difference between those 
who want to do this activity in the 
future and those who currently do this 
activity 
 

§  Horseback riding +23 
§  Going to the beach +18 
§  Attending outdoor concerts or 

festivals +17 
§  Camping +16 
§  Canoeing +15 
§  Boating/Sailing +15 
§  Bicycling +13 
§  Backpacking +12 
§  Kayaking + 11 
 
 
 

CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN 
Within past year 
 

 
 

4.5  
activities in the 

 past year 

compared to the 
average of  10.1 

activities in the 
 past year 

9.9 
activities in the 

 past year 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

compared to the 
average of  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 

3.8  
activities in the 

 past year 
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BRANDS THEY USE 
Brands they use in the outdoors 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SPEND 
 

WHAT THEY WILL PAY MORE FOR 
Willing to pay more for something that…(Top 2 Box)  
 

  
WILLING TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT…  
§  Is durable: 49% (105) 
§  Has features/materials that are more comfortable: 39% (104) 
§  Is versatile / good for many activities: 38% (105) 
 
 
 
 
LESS LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT…  
§  Makes them look athletic: 8%^ (46) 
§  Is stylish: 14%^ (62) 
§  Gives them confidence: 21%^ (78) 
§  Their friends/family use or wear: 8%^ (48) 
§  Is reviewed highly by others: 16%^ (64) 
§  Was recommended by friends or family: 13%^ (65) 
§  Is highly technical: 11%^ (56) 
§  Has features/materials to improve their performance: 21%^ (74) 
 

BRANDS THEY KNOW 
Brand familiarity & association with being an “outdoor brand”  
 
 

   
 
MORE LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Home Depot | Target | 
Coleman | L.L.Bean | Lands’ End  
 
 
 
LESS LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Prana | GoLite | Black 
Diamond | SmartWool | Mountain Hardwear | Keen | Marmot | 
Athleta | Salomon | Spyder | Lululemon | FitBit | Patagonia | Merrell 
| GoPro 
 
  
 
MORE LIKELY TO ASSOCIATE THESE BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS: Coleman | Cabela’s | L.L.Bean | Lands’ End | Eddie 
Bauer | Trek | Camelbak | Teva | Woolrich 
 

40%* (126) 19%* (124) 

Apparel 
$82, 29% 

Footwear 
$87, 31% 

Equipment 
$91, 32% 

Gadgets/
Electronics  

$24, 8% 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 

$284  
per year across  
all 4 categories  

(index: 61)  

SEEK DURABILITY, COMFORT, & VERSATILITY VERY FAMILIAR WITH TRADITIONAL OUTDOOR BRANDS & 
MAINSTREAM RETAILERS 

LESS FAMILIAR WITH BRAND THAT ARE MORE TECHNICAL, 
MORE STYLE-ORIENTED, AND TECH BRANDS 

STRONGER ASSOCIATIONS WITH LONG-STANDING BRANDS 
BEING “OUTDOOR BRANDS” 

LESS LIKELY TO PAY FOR STYLE & PERFORMANCE & LESS 
RELIANT ON THE OPINION OF OTHERS 
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SHOPPING CRITERIA 
Importance in retailer selection (Top 2 Box)  
 

  
§  Has specials or sales: 72%* (115) 
§  Has extremely functional apparel, footwear, or equipment: 62%* (115) 
§  Offers a wide selection of apparel, footwear, and equipment: 61%* (109) 
 
  
§  Less:  has extremely stylish apparel, footwear, or equipment: 28%^ (79) 

  
§  Less: inspires them to get outdoors: 26%^ (78) 
§  Less: has an atmosphere that reminds them of the outdoors: 16%^ (66) 
§  Less: inspires them to participate in new outdoor activities: 17%^ (61) 
§  Less:  offers products for beginners: 24%^ (82) 
§  Less:  offers classes for beginners: 9%^ (45) 

  
§  Less:  offers highly technical gear or advanced products: 17%^ (55) 
 
 

WHERE THEY GENERALLY SHOP 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 

 
 
 
WHERE THEY SHOP FOR OUTDOOR 
GEAR, APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, 
EQUIPMENT 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

SHOP PRIMARILY AT 
 

SHOPPING STYLE 
 

45%* (113) 

§  Mass Merchandisers (e.g., Target, Walmart): 
82%* (113) 

§  General Online Retailers (e.g., Amazon, eBay): 
65%* (110) 

§  Mass Merchandisers (e.g., Target, Walmart): 
44% (106) 

§  Sporting Goods Chain Stores (e.g., Dick’s 
Sporting Goods, Sports Authority): 32% (108) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 

NOT STYLE 

PRICE. FUNCTION. SELECTION 

NOT LOOKING TO BE INSPIRED OR TRY SOMETHING NEW 

NOTHING HIGHLY TECHNICAL 

say their shopping style is “on a mission 
to get what I need” 
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TECH USAGE IN GENERAL  
Hours per week spent on each of the following  
 

 
 
 
SPEND MORE TIME  
§  Listening to the radio: 6.3 hours/week (119)  
 
 
 
SPEND LESS TIME 
§  On social networking sites: 3.5 hours/week (76) 
§  Using smartphone apps: 2.5 hours/week (64) 
§  Playing video games: 2.5 hours/week (72) 
§  Streaming movies: 2.0 hours/week (69)  
 
VISITS/USE OF SITES 
§  Less likely than average to visit/use social media sites 

(e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram), online forums & 
communities, Google, online magazines, and YouTube 

 
 
 

 

SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 
Among those who used smartphones 
 

  
§  Only bring it with them for safety & security, but rarely use it: 29%* (164) 
§  They only use it for non-traditional phone functions, like listening to music, 

taking photos, etc.: 18% (125)  
§  Less likely to: use it to enhance their outdoor activity (e.g., performance 

tracking): 8%^ (68) 
§  Less likely to: use it to stay in contact with others: 17%^ (65)  
 
 
 
 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECH IN THE OUTDOORS 
Top 2 Box statement agreement 
 

  
§  Think the outdoors are a place where you’re meant to disconnect from 

technology and the digital world: 63%* (132)  
§  Less likely to agree: technology is an important part of enhancing their outdoor 

experience: 4%^ (28)  

DEVICES USED IN GENERAL 
Use on a regular basis 
 

MORE LIKELY TO USE 
§  A standard cell-phone (non-smartphone): 31%* (115) 
LESS LIKELY TO USE 
§  Smartphones: 61%^ (83) 
§  Laptops: 66%^ (92)  
§  Tablets: 35%^ (79) 
§  GPS or other tech gadgets: 17%^ (75) 
§  E-readers: 13%^ (74) 

 

USING TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 
 

  
LESS LIKELY TO VISIT SITES TO 
Share details about their outdoor activities | To feel like part of an outdoor 
community | To track their performance in outdoor activities | To learn a new 
outdoor activity | To find like-minded people who share their interest in a specific 
activity | To feel like they’re experiencing the outdoors 

 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Segment 5 (n=503) 

DON’T BELIEVE TECH BELONGS IN THE OUTDOORS 

LESS LIKELY TO USE TECH FOR ANYTHING RELATED TO THE OUTDOORS 

PHONE IS PRIMARILY USED OUT OF NECESSITY 
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KEY DEMOS 
Older | Female | Kids out of the household | Small town & Rural | Lower income 

OUTDOOR ASPIRATIONS 
Aspire to spend a little more time outside, not to drastically increase activity 

KEY MOTIVATORS 
Sunshine & Fresh Air | Enjoyment | Stress Relief | NOT performance 

KEY HINDRANCES 
Significant physical limitations | NOT limited by experience level or accessibility    

GEAR & APPAREL 
Need something comfortable and affordable  

BRANDS & RETAILERS 
Favor brands & retailers that offer low prices, often choosing mass merchandisers 

TECHNOLOGY 
Don’t use tech for anything outdoor-related, except to get information on gear 

ACTIVITIES 
Primarily non-traditional activities | Relaxing outside | Barbecuing | Gardening 

participate in 

2.3  
traditional  
activities 

spend 

13  
hours outside  

per week 

spend 

$162  
per year on  

outdoor gear 

The Sideliner at some point was more active in the outdoors, but due to barriers, primarily physical 
limitations, they have significantly reduced their outdoor engagement over time. They like getting 
outside for sunshine & fresh air, but rarely engage in activities more physically demanding than 
walking. Low-key/leisure oriented activities. Though they truly enjoy the outdoors, they feel 
excluded by outdoor brands. They tend to stick with basic, comfortable gear that they can find at an 
affordable price point.  

participate in 

8.2  
non-traditional  

activities 

participate in 

4.5 
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

19 
hours outside  

per week 

Spend 

$465 
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

9.9 
non-traditional  

activities 

The Sideliner Total 
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GENERAL LIFESTYLE ATTITUDES 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

 
§  Never feel they are doing as much as they want to do: 42%* (124) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are always striving to improve their life: 34%^ (78) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are a very driven person: 18%^ (50) 

 
§  Struggle to maintain a healthy weight: 39%* (139) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are very satisfied with their current level of health: 9%^ 

(31) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are making a strong commitment to a healthier lifestyle: 

30%^ (75) 

§  Less likely to agree: They have a very active social live: 6%^ (30) 
§  Less likely to agree: They have a wide social circle: 12%^ (52) 

LACKING SOME MOTIVATION 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

GENDER 
 
 
 
 
AGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD & LOCATION 
 

§  52% (95) are married 
§  13%* (163) are divorced 
§  62%* (130) live in a 1 or 2 person household 
§  71%* (123) don’t have children in their HH 
§  More likely to live in the Midwest: 25%* (120) 
§  More likely to live in a small town or rural area: 

30%* (138) 
        

ETHNICITY 
§  More likely to be Caucasian: 73%* (114) 

INCOME & EMPLOYMENT 
§  Less likely to be employed full-time: 28%^ (56) 
§  Mean Income: $54,400 (76)  
 
 
 
 
 

18-24, 5%^ (36) 

25-34, 10%^ (40) 

35-44, 14%^ (72) 

45-54, 30%* (135) 

55-65, 41%* (204) 

Male 
39%^ 
(78) 

Female 
61%* 
(121) 

DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

More “keeping comfortable” than “roughing it” 
More “play by the rules” than “rules are meant to be broken” 
More “keep it to yourself” than “tell everyone” 
More “stay close to home” than “world traveler” 
More concerned than carefree 
More conservative than progressive 
More “sleep in” than “up and at ‘em” 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (NON-OUTDOOR)  
(All statistically significantly higher than average)  
 

Watching TV/movies at home | Read books | Read magazines   

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

STRUGGLE WITH THEIR WEIGHT & HEALTH 

NOT VERY SOCIAL 
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8% 11% 21% 28% 

HOW “OUTDOORSY” THEY SEE THEMSELVES 
 
 
 
 

AVERAGE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE 
 
 
 

THINK AN “OUTDOORSY PERSON” IS: 
Able to select up to 3 images, all shown have an index > 
120, unless otherwise noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THINK OF THEMSELVES AS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASPIRE TO BE:  
 
 

“I walk/hike a fair amount 
for exercise, and I love a 
few hours of soaking up 
the vitamin D at the pool 
on the weekends. I also 
love to play in my flower 
garden and spend time 
reading in the garden.”  
 

“I’m not really 
outdoorsy, but like 
to spend my time 
outside gardening, 
riding [my] bike, 
walking, and going 
to the local park.”  
 

“I like to be outdoors, 
working in my garden 
or being out in the 
forests, but injuries 
have severely limited 
my abilities to 
function out there 
doing what I like to 
do.”  
 
 

13  
HOURS PER WEEK 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

compared to the 
average of  

WHY THEY SEE THEMSELVES AS THAT LEVEL  
OF “OUTDOORSY” 
 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

Segment 6 

Total 

12%* 19%* 30%* 26% 

Not at all outdoorsy - 1 2 3 4 5 6 Extremely outdoorsy - 7 
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MOTIVATIONS TO GET OUTSIDE 
Top 2 Box motivation 
 

 
§  For the positive benefits of sunshine and fresh air: 70%* (107) 
§  To connect with nature/wilderness (e.g., wildlife, vegetation): 52% 

(103) 

 
§  To have a family experience: 62% (98) 
§  To improve their overall physical health: 52% (87) 
§  To improve their overall mental health: 52% (92) 
§  To maintain or lose weight: 46% (92) 

 
§  To have fun: 61% (93) 
§  To relieve stress: 55% (93) 
§  To escape from everyday life: 47% (92) 
§  Less likely to agree: Looking to compete with others: 2%^ (12) 
§  Less likely to agree: For thrill-seeking: 7%^ (27) 
§  Less likely to agree: To enhance the intensity level of an activity 

(e.g., add obstacles): 7%^ (26) 
§  Less likely to agree: To improve their performance in a specific 

activity: 15%^ (42) 
§  Less likely to agree: To push them to their personal best: 16%^ 

(43) 
 

HINDRANCES TO OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Top 2 Box hindrance 
 

  
§  They have existing health issues or injuries: 40%* (219) 
§  Their energy level: 36%* (174) 
§  Their level of physical fitness: 36%* (203) 
§  Their level of physical comfort: 33%* (174) 
§  The difficulty of certain activities: 34%* (184) 
§  They’re afraid of injuring themselves: 16%* (134) 
 

§  The cost of participating in certain activities: 35%* (145) 
§  The cost of outdoor equipment/apparel: 30%* (149) 

§  Less likely to agree: Outdoor places are too far from where they 
live: 11% (91) 

§  Less likely to agree: The accessibility of kid friendly activities: 
12%^ (67) 

 
 
§  Less likely to agree: They don’t have the information they need to 

get started: 1%^ (15) 
§  Less likely to agree: They were never taught how to do outdoor 

activities: 5%^ (56) 
§  Less likely to agree: Their family did not participate in outdoor 

activities: 8%^ (64) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are intimidated to start or join certain 

activities: 11%^ (79) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

FOR PERKS OF THE ELEMENTS & NATURE 

TO IMPROVE MENTAL & PHYSICAL HEALTH 

TO DE-STRESS, AVOIDING INTENSITY 

FEELING AND/OR ANTICIPATING PHYSICAL LIMITS 

COST 

ACCESSIBILITY IS NOT A HINDRANCE 

LACK OF EXPERIENCE IS NOT A HINDRANCE 
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OUTDOOR ATTITUDES 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

   COST CONSCIOUS 

§  They tend to seek out activities that are more affordable: 51%* (132) 
§  They can’t afford to do the types of activities they’d like to do: 28%* (119) 
 

 

   USED TO BE MORE ACTIVE & OUTDOORSY THAN THEY ARE TODAY; STICK TO WHAT THEY KNOW 

§  They used to be more active than they are today: 74%* (194)  
§  They tend to stick to outdoor activities they already know they enjoy: 48%* (128) 
§  They have significantly lessened participation in outdoor endeavors over time: 43%* (188) 
§  They tend to stay closer to home for outdoor activities: 29%* (119) 

   SEE OUTDOORS AS SPACE FOR APPRECIATION & COMFORT (NOT EXTREME EXPERIENCES) 

§  They will never participate in outdoor activities at an extreme level: 71%* (170) 
§  Getting outside is something they want to do: 62%* (113) 
§  It’s important for them to maintain some level of comfort when outdoors: 52%* (117) 
§  They prefer to participate in shorter activities rather than those that last a number of hours: 40%* (142) 
§  Less likely to agree: They participate in outdoor activities at a level that some people might consider extreme: 1%^(6) 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEAR & BRANDS 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

   HIGHLY PRICE CONSCIOUS 

§  They are very conscious of price when buying outdoor gear and apparel: 67%* (141) 

 

   VERSATILITY IS KEY & FUNCTION TRUMPS STYLE 

§  They are far more concerned about function rather than style when shopping for the outdoors: 59%* (144) 
§  They don’t need the best gear or equipment on the market for their outdoor activities: 51%* (142) 
§  They value versatile, multi-purpose gear far more than gear for specific activities: 46%* (121) 
§  The apparel they buy for the outdoors is no different than what they buy for everyday life: 25%* (121) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are far more concerned with style rather than function when shopping for outdoor gear: 

1%^ (5) 

   NOT GRAVITATING TOWARDS OUTDOOR BRANDS 

§  Most brands in the outdoor industry do not speak to them: 24% (115) 
§  Less likely to agree: The outdoor activities they participate in require highly technical gear: 1%^ (8) 
§  Less likely to agree: They like to be seen wearing brands associated with the outdoors: 1%^ (7) 
§  Less likely to agree: Brands that promote an active lifestyle speak to them: 4%^ (18) 
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NEVER PARTICIPATED IN 
 

Have not tried a number of activities 
 

 
PAST PARTICIPATION  
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

TRIED ONCE OR TWICE 
Canoeing | Day hiking | Boating/
sailing | Going to the beach | 
Fishing/fly fishing 
 

DID ON A REGULAR BASIS  
(BUT NOT ANYMORE)  
Team sports | Swimming | Running/
jogging 
 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN 
Within past year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Significantly less likely to participate in all other activities 
(traditional & non)  
 
 
 

 
 

4.5  
activities in the 

 past year 

compared to the 
average of  8.2 

activities in the 
 past year 

9.9 
activities in the 

 past year 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

compared to the 
average of  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

2.3  
activities in the 

 past year 

Relaxing outside, 84%* (105) 

Barbecuing/picnicking, 77% (103) 

Walking for a specific purpose, 72% (100) 

Walking for enjoyment, 72% (96) 

Gardening/doing yard work, 69% (106) 

Attending community activities, 65% (104) 

Going to a park or playground, 62% (95) 

Sightseeing, 60% (99) 

Scenic-driving/road-tripping, 58% (105) 

Bird Watching/Wildlife viewing, 30% (101) 

Car camping, 11% (82) 

PLANNING TO DO MORE 
Percentage difference between those 
who want to do this activity in the 
future and those who currently do this 
activity 
 

§  Attending outdoor concerts/
festivals +23 

§  Going to the beach +23 
§  Boating/sailing +18 
§  Bicycling +18 
§  Horseback riding +17 
§  Fishing/fly fishing +16 
§  Canoeing +15 
§  Day hiking +13 
§  Camping +13 
§  Tailgating/Spectating +12 
§  Sightseeing +10 
§  Backpacking (overnight) +10 
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BRANDS THEY USE 
Brands they use in the outdoors 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SPEND 
 

WHAT THEY WILL PAY MORE FOR 
Willing to pay more for something that…(Top 2 Box)  
 

  
§  Is durable: 44% (94) 
§  Makes them feel comfortable: 39% (94) 
§  Less for: makes them look athletic: 3%^ (18) 
§  Less for: Is stylish: 7%^ (32) 

 
§  Less for: They saw advertised: 3%^ (24) 
§  Less for: Their friends/family use/wear: 3%^ (20) 
§  Less for: Was recommended by friends/family: 9%^ (44) 
§  Less for: Is reviewed highly by others: 13%^ (53) 
 
 
§  Less for: Is highly technical: 6%^ (31) 
§  Less for: Has features/materials to improve their performance: 14%^ 

(49) 
 
 

BRANDS THEY KNOW 
Brand familiarity & association with being an “outdoor brand”  
 
 

 
MORE LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Walmart | Home Depot | 
Coleman 
 
 
LESS LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: Most brands, especially 
those very specific to the outdoor industry or fitness industry 
 
  
 
MORE LIKELY ASSOCIATE THESE BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS: Coleman | Dick’s Sporting Goods | Timberland | 
Jeep | L.L.Bean | The North Face | Cabela’s | Lands’ End | Eddie 
Bauer | Urban Outfitters | Ray-Ban | REI 

43%* (136) 34%* (134) 18%* (121) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

$162  
per year across  
all 4 categories  

(index: 35)  

PREFER DURABILITY & COMFORT OVER STYLE FAMILIAR WITH MAINSTREAM BRANDS & RETAILERS 

LOW FAMILIARITY WITH MOST OUTDOOR BRANDS 

MAINLY ASSOCIATE LONGSTANDING BRANDS AND 
RETAILERS WITH THE OUTDOORS  

Apparel 
$46, 28% 

Footwear 
$53, 33% 

Equipment  
$52, 32% 

Gadgets/
Electronics 

$11, 7% 

RELY LESS ON THE OPINION OF OTHERS 

DON’T NEED ANYTHING TECHNICAL 
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SHOPPING CRITERIA 
Importance in retailer selection (Top 2 Box)  
 

  
MORE IMPORTANT IN A RETAILER 
§  Has specials or sales: 71%* (113) 
§  Has the lowest prices: 65%* (113) 
§  Is conveniently located: 59%* (109) 
 
 
LESS IMPORTANT IN A RETAILER 
§  Has a loyalty/rewards program: 19%^ (62) 
§  Carries unique products: 18%^ (53) 
§  Has extremely stylish apparel, footwear, or equipment: 16%^ (46) 
§  Inspires them to get outdoors: 17%^ (52) 
§  Offers highly technical/advanced products: 15%^ (48) 
§  Inspires them to participate in new outdoor activities: 10%^ (38) 
§  Has an atmosphere that reminds them of the outdoors: 11%^ (43) 
§  Offers classes for beginners: 9%^ (49) 
§  Offers equipment for rent: 6%^ (33) 
§  Has a mobile shopping app: 4%^ (22) 
 
 
 

WHERE THEY GENERALLY SHOP 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE THEY SHOP FOR OUTDOOR 
GEAR, APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, 
EQUIPMENT 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

SHOP PRIMARILY AT 
 

SHOPPING STYLE 
 

45%* (113) 

§  Mass Merchandisers (e.g., Target, Walmart): 
82%* (113) 

§  General Online Retailers (e.g., Amazon, eBay): 
65%* (109) 

§  Website of Mass Merchandisers (e.g., 
Target.com, Walmart.com): 40%* (118) 

§  Mass Merchandisers (e.g., Target, Walmart): 
43% (104) 

§  None: 24%* (193) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

HIGHLY PRICE SENSITIVE 

say their shopping style is “on a mission 
to get what I need” 

CARE LESS ABOUT MOST QUALITIES IN A RETAILER BEYOND PRICE 
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TECH USAGE IN GENERAL  
Hours per week spent on each of the following  
 
 
 
SPEND MORE TIME  
§  Watching live TV: 15.6 hours/week (127) 
 
 
 
SPEND LESS TIME 
§  Playing video games: 2.8 hours/week (80) 
§  Using smartphone apps: 2.5 hours/week (62) 
§  Streaming movies: 2.2 hours/week (77) 
 
VISITS/USE OF SITES 
§  More likely than average to visit sites for online 

retailers 
§  Less likely than average to visit/use Google, YouTube, 

Pinterest, Twitter, blogs, Instagram, online magazines 
 
 
 

 

SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 
Among those who used smartphones 
 

  
§  They only bring it for safety/security, but rarely use it: 27%* (152) 
§  They don’t use their smartphone when participating in outdoor activities: 13%* 

(147) 
§  Less likely to: use it to enhance their outdoor activity (e.g., performance 

tracking): 2%^ (15)  
 
 
 
 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECH IN THE OUTDOORS 
Top 2 Box statement agreement 
 

  
§  Think the outdoors are a place were you’re meant to disconnect from 

technology and the digital world: 64%* (135) 
§  Less likely to agree: Technology is an important part of enhancing their outdoor 

experience: 2%^ (15) 

DEVICES USED IN GENERAL 
Use on a regular basis 
 

MORE LIKELY TO USE 
§  A standard cell-phone (non-smartphone): 35%* (127) 
LESS LIKELY TO USE 
§  Smartphones: 56%^ (76) 
§  Laptops: 62%^ (86) 
§  Tablets: 33%^ (75) 
§  GPS or other tech gadgets: 12%^ (54) 
§  E-readers: 14%^ (76) 

 

USING TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 
 

  
AVERAGE USE OF SITES TO 
Compare prices of outdoor products | To read reviews of outdoor products 
LESS LIKELY TO 
Less likely to use sites to do anything else related to the outdoors 
 
 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 6 (n=306) 

DON’T BELIEVE TECH BELONGS IN THE OUTDOORS 

USE TECH TO GATHER PRODUCT INFORMATION, LITTLE ELSE 

PHONE IS USED FOR SECURITY OR NOT AT ALL 
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KEY DEMOS 
Older | Female | Kids out of the household | Suburbs & Small town 

OUTDOOR ASPIRATIONS 
Think “outdoorsy” means active & extreme | No desire to engage at this level 

KEY MOTIVATORS 
Not highly motivated, but will get outside for fresh air or for a family activity  

KEY HINDRANCES 
Discomfort | Poor health & fitness | Intimidation | Costs  

GEAR & APPAREL 
The basics are plenty 

BRANDS & RETAILERS 
Spend very little & primarily shop at mass merchandisers 

TECHNOLOGY 
Low tech engagement overall  

ACTIVITIES 
Primarily non-traditional - Relaxing outside | Walking for a purpose | Barbecuing 

participate in 

2.0  
traditional  
activities 

spend 

11  
hours outside  

per week 

spend 

$143  
per year on  

outdoor gear 

The Complacent didn’t grow up being very active or involved in outdoor activities and never really 
picked them up. Their barriers to getting outside extend beyond this – including their level of health 
and fitness, and a general preference for the comforts offered by the indoors. Their perception of 
what it means to engage with the outdoors is at an extreme – thus they don’t include themselves in 
this definition or aspire to be anything like it. They favor low-key activities that are close to home 
and need only the basic apparel & footwear to engage in these types of activities.  

participate in 

8.0  
non-traditional  

activities 

participate in 

4.5 
traditional  
activities 

Spend 

19 
hours outside  

per week 

Spend 

$465 
per year on  

outdoor gear 

participate in 

9.9 
non-traditional  

activities 

The Complacent Total 
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GENERAL LIFESTYLE ATTITUDES 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box)  
 

§  Struggle to maintain a healthy weight: 35%* (126) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are very satisfied with their current level of health: 14%^ 

(48) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are very comfortable with who they are today: 29%^ (66) 
§  Less likely to agree:  They are making a strong commitment to a healthier lifestyle: 

21%^ (52)  
§  Less likely to agree: They are always striving to improve their life: 28%^ (62) 

§  Less likely to agree: They have a very active social life: 8%^ (37) 
§  Less likely to agree: They have a wide social circle: 12%^ (51)  
§  Less likely to agree: They were heavily involved in team sports in high school or 

college: 10%^ (35) 

NOT HAPPY WITH HEALTH, BUT NOT MAKING A CHANGE 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

GENDER 
 
 
 
 
AGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD & LOCATION 
 

§  50%^ (91) are married 
§  21%* (135) live in a 1 person household 
§  71%* (124) do not have children living in their 

household 
§  More likely to live in the suburbs near a small/

mid-sized city: 18% (122) 
§  More likely to live in a small town: 15%* (139) 
        

ETHNICITY 
§  More likely to be Caucasian: 74%* (116) 

INCOME & EMPLOYMENT 
§  Less likely to be employed full-time: 37%^ (75) 
§  Mean Income: $64,000 (90)  
 
 
 
 
 

18-24, 12% (86) 

25-34, 16%^ (67) 

35-44, 19% (98) 

45-54, 27%* (120) 

55-65, 26%* (129) 

Male 
33%^ 
(66) 

Female 
67%* 
(134) 

DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS 
Statement agreement (Top 2 Box) 
 

More “keeping comfortable” than “roughing it” 
More “play by the rules” than “rules are meant to be broken” 
More “keep it to yourself” than “tell everyone” 
More “stay close to home” than “world traveler” 
More concerned than carefree 
More introverted than extroverted 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES (NON-OUTDOOR)  
(All statistically significantly higher than average)  
 

Watch TV/movies at home | Browse the internet | Read books | Spend time on social 
media networks 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

NOT VERY SOCIAL OR INVOLVED 
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HOW “OUTDOORSY” THEY SEE THEMSELVES 
 
 
 
 

14%* 28%* 25%* 20% 

Not at all outdoorsy - 1 2 3 4 5 6 Extremely outdoorsy - 7 

AVERAGE TIME SPENT OUTSIDE 
 
 
 

THINK AN “OUTDOORSY PERSON” IS: 
Able to select up to 3 images, all shown have an index > 
120, unless otherwise noted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THINK OF THEMSELVES AS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASPIRE TO BE:  
 
 

“I like fresh air, but I don’t 
particularly like the outdoors. 
I hate bugs more than pretty 
much anything in the world. I 
also appreciate the comforts 
[of the indoors], such as air 
conditioning, TV, a bed, etc.” 
 

“I like sitting 
outside, enjoying 
the sunshine, but 
I don’t like being 
outdoors in 
nature – hiking, 
camping, etc.” 
 

“Since I retired, I 
stay pretty close to 
home and go out 
for business or out 
in the yard for 
fresh air. This is 
enough outdoors 
for me.”  
 
 

11  
HOURS PER WEEK 

19  
HOURS PER WEEK 

compared to the 
average of  

WHY THEY SEE THEMSELVES AS THAT LEVEL  
OF “OUTDOORSY” 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

Segment 7 

Total 

4% 8% 11% 21% 
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MOTIVATIONS TO GET OUTSIDE 
Top 2 Box motivation 
 

Generally few high motivators. 
 
 
 
 

SOMEWHAT MOTIVATED… 
§  To have a family experience: 52%^ (82) 
§  For the positive benefits of sunshine and fresh air: 47%^ (72) 
§  To have fun: 41%^ (63) 
§  To relieve stress: 39%^ (66) 
§  To maintain or lose weight: 39%^ (79) 

 
NOT MOTIVATED… 
§  To compete with others: 3%^ (14) 
§  To enhance the intensity level of an activity (e.g., add obstacles): 

5%^ (18) 
§  For thrill-seeking: 7%^ (26) 
§  It is something that defines who they are: 8%^ (24) 
 
 

HINDRANCES TO OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
Top 2 Box hindrance 
 

  
§  Don’t like roughing it: 46%* (249) 
§  Level of physical comfort: 40%* (209) 
§  Don’t like to get dirty: 23%* (205) 
 
 
§  Energy level: 37%* (176) 
§  Level of physical fitness: 35%* (199) 
§  Difficulty of certain activities: 35%* (190) 
§  Have existing health issues or injuries: 26%* (141) 
§  Are afraid of injuring themselves: 19%* (156) 
 

§  Are intimidated to start or join certain activities: 35%* (239) 
§  Their family did not participate in outdoor activities when growing 

up: 21%* (169) 
§  They were never taught how to do outdoor activities: 14%* (154) 
§  Don’t have the information they need to get started: 10% (120) 

§  The cost of participating in certain activities: 35%* (143) 
§  The cost of outdoor equipment/apparel: 28%* (136) 

 
§  Don’t have anyone to do specific activities with: 29%* (167) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

FORCES THEM OUT OF THEIR COMFORT ZONE 

LACK OF PHYSICAL ABILITY, HEALTH CONCERNS 

FEELING INTIMIDATED, LACK OF EXPERIENCE 

HIGH COSTS 

NO COMPANIONSHIP 

THOUGH NOT HIGHLY MOTIVATED TO GET OUTSIDE, WHEN 
THEY DO, IT’S TO GET OUTSIDE WITH FAMILY OR TO ENJOY 
THE SUNSHINE 

TURNED OFF BY COMPETITION 
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OUTDOOR ATTITUDES 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

   NOT MOTIVATED BY COMMUNITY & NOT LOOKING TO BE 

§  Less likely to agree: They plan to move to a community that is more of a hub for outdoor activity: 2%^ (12) 
§  Less likely to agree: Their community motivates them to get outside and be active: 3%^ (18) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are much more active than other people in their community: 4%^ (16) 

   NOT SEEKING PHYSICAL EXTREMES OR INTENSITY 

§  They will never participate in outdoor activities at an extreme level: 61%* (144) 
§  They used to be more active than they are today: 46%* (120) 
§  They prefer to participate in shorter outdoor activities rather than those that last a number of hours: 33%* (118) 
§  Less likely to agree: They participate in outdoor activities at a level that some people might consider extreme:    

0.4%^ (2) 
§  Less likely to agree: They tend to be highly active when outdoors 3%^ (12) 

   NOT PERFORMANCE AND/OR COMPETITION ORIENTED 

§  Less likely to agree: They are constantly trying to push their levels of performance in outdoor activities:  3%^ (11)  
§  Less likely to agree: They regularly sign up for races or fitness related events: 2%^ (17) 
§  Less likely to agree: They train/exercise indoors to prepare for outdoor activities: 3%^ (17) 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS GEAR & BRANDS 
Top 2 Box Statement agreement 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

   NOT CURRENTLY PLANNING TO GET MORE INVOLVED WITH GEAR IN THE FUTURE 

§  Less likely to agree: They plan to spend more on outdoor gear or apparel in the future: 3%^ (17) 

   NOT NEEDING OR LOOKING TO BUY OUTDOOR GEAR 

§  Less likely to agree: They are very knowledgeable on what outdoor gear or equipment is available to rent: 1%^ (7) 
§  Less likely to agree: They are constantly on the lookout for new gear or clothes that would enhance their outdoor 

experience: 1%^ (8) 
§  Less likely to agree: They prefer to spend discretionary dollars on outdoor activities rather than others like dining, 

entertainment, etc.: 2%^ (9)  
§  Less likely to agree: The outdoor activities they participate in require highly technical gear: 2%^ (15)  
§  Less likely to agree: They do extensive research before buying gear or apparel for the outdoors: 11%^ (43) 

   FEEL EXCLUDED BY AND LACK CONNECTION WITH “OUTDOOR” BRANDS 

§  Most brands in the outdoor industry do not speak to them 31%* (147) 
§  Compared to other categories they shop in, they care less about the brand they buy when shopping for outdoor gear: 

25% (114) 
§  Less likely to agree: The outdoor gear they own says a lot about them as a person: 4%^ (19) 
§  Less likely to agree: Brands that promote an active lifestyle speak to them: 3%^ (15) 
§  Less likely to agree: They like to be seen wearing brands associated with the outdoors: 2%^ (11) 
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NEVER PARTICIPATED IN 
 

More likely to have never participated 
in most of the activities listed 
 
PAST PARTICIPATION  
All shown below are statistically 
significantly higher than average, only 
a selection shown 
 

TRIED ONCE OR TWICE 
Camping | Attending outdoor 
concerts/festivals | Running/jogging | 
Day hiking | Bicycling | Going to the 
beach  
 

DID ON A REGULAR BASIS  
(BUT NOT ANYMORE)  
Playing outside | Going to a park/
playground 
 
 

TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN 
Within past year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Significantly less likely to participate in all other activities 
(traditional & non)  
 

 
 

4.5  
activities in the 

 past year 

compared to the 
average of  8.0 

activities in the 
 past year 

9.9 
activities in the 

 past year 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION 
 

compared to the 
average of  

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

2.0  
activities in the 

 past year 

Relaxing outside, 78% (99) 

Walking for a specific purpose, 73% (102) 

Barbecuing/picnicking, 73% (98) 

Walking for enjoyment, 71% (95) 

Attending community activities, 60% (97) 

Sightseeing, 59% (98) 

Scenic-driving/Road-tripping, 52% (94) 

PLANNING TO DO MORE 
Percentage difference between those 
who want to do this activity in the 
future and those who currently do this 
activity 
 

§  Going to the beach +22 
§  Horseback riding +21 
§  Attending outdoor concerts/

festivals +14 
§  Bicycling +14 
§  Fishing/fly fishing +14 
§  Yoga +13 
§  Boating/sailing +13 
§  Camping +11 
§  Canoeing +11 
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BRANDS THEY USE 
Brands they use in the outdoors 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SPEND 
 

WHAT THEY WILL PAY MORE FOR 
Willing to pay more for something that…(Top 2 Box)  
 

  

Not more likely than other segments to pay more for any outdoor 
products/features, though durability, comfort, quality, and versatility are 
still fairly important to this segment.  
 
LESS LIKELY TO PAY MORE FOR SOMETHING THAT… 
§  They saw advertised: 3%^ (23) 
§  Makes them look athletic: 5%^ (26) 
§  Is highly technical: 7%^ (35) 
§  Their friends/family use or wear: 7%^ (41) 
§  Is a brand they used growing up: 8%^ (43) 
§  Is from an environmentally conscious brand: 9%^ (40) 
§  Was recommended by friends or family: 11%^ (54) 
§  Is stylish: 13%^ (57) 

BRANDS THEY KNOW 
Brand familiarity & association with being an “outdoor brand”  
 
 

   
 

AVERAGE FAMILIARITY WITH: Walmart | Target 
 
 
LESS LIKELY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH: All outdoor brands 
ranging – from the largest and most mainstream to the smallest 
 
 
 
MORE LIKELY TO ASSOCIATE THESE BRANDS WITH THE 
OUTDOORS: Dick’s Sporting Goods | Coleman | The North Face | 
Timberland | Cabela’s | L.L.Bean | Lands’ End | REI 
 

Did not 
purchase any 
brands listed 
18%* (260) 23% (88) 15% (93) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

$143  
per year across  
all 4 categories  

(index: 31)  

PRIMARILY FAMILIAR WITH MASS MERCHANDISERS 

LESS FAMILIAR WITH ALL OUTDOOR BRANDS 

STRONGER ASSOCIATIONS WITH LONG-STANDING BRANDS 
BEING “OUTDOOR BRANDS” 

Apparel 
31%, $44 

Footwear 
38%, $54 

Equipment  
23%, $33 

Gadgets/
Electronics 

8%, $12 

THE BASICS ARE PLENTY  
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SHOPPING CRITERIA 
Importance in retailer selection (Top 2 Box)  
 

  
 
IMPORTANT IN A RETAILER (ON PAR WITH AVERAGE) 
§  Has specials/sales: 65% (104) 
§  Has the lowest prices: 59% (103) 
§  Is conveniently located: 51% (94) 
 
 
 
 LESS IMPORTANT IN A RETAILER 
§  All other qualities are less important including offering products for beginners, 

having an approachable staff, and having an environment they feel welcome and 
comfortable in  

 
 

WHERE THEY GENERALLY SHOP 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

 
MORE LIKELY TO SHOP AT 

 
 
 
WHERE THEY SHOP FOR OUTDOOR 
GEAR, APPAREL, FOOTWEAR, 
EQUIPMENT 
Channels shopped in past 6 months 
 

 
SHOP PRIMARILY AT 
 

SHOPPING STYLE 
 

42% (107) 

§  Mass Merchandisers (e.g., Target, Walmart): 
83%* (115) 

§  Mass Merchandisers (e.g., Target, Walmart): 
38% (92) 

 
§  28%* (217) didn’t shop any of the retailers listed 

for outdoor gear, apparel, footwear, or 
equipment 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

LIKELY TURNING TO MASS MERCHANDISERS BECAUSE OF LOW PRICES & 
CONVENIENCE 

say their shopping style is “on a mission 
to get what I need” 

LESS LIKELY TO FIND ALL OTHER CRITERIA IMPORTANT, INCLUDING THOSE 
THAT MIGHT FACILITATE AN INCREASE IN OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 
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TECH USAGE IN GENERAL  
Hours per week spent on each of the following  
 

 
 
 
SPEND LESS TIME 
§  Using smartphone apps: 2.9 hours/week (74) 
§  Streaming movies: 2.2 hours/week (78) 
§  Reading newspapers/mags: 1.7 hours/week (70)  
 
VISITS/USE OF SITES 
§  Less likely than average to visit/use YouTube, Twitter, 

Instagram, online magazines, and online communities 
 
 
 

 

SMARTPHONE USE IN THE OUTDOORS 
Among those who used smartphones 
 

  
§  They use it no differently than in daily life: 26%* (134) 
§  They don’t use it at all when participating in outdoor activities: 17%* (193)  
§  Less likely to: Use it to enhance their outdoor activity (e.g., performance 

tracking: 5%^ (36) 
§  Less likely to: Use it to stay in contact with others: 19%^ (71) 
 
 
 

ATTITUDES TOWARDS TECH IN THE OUTDOORS 
Top 2 Box statement agreement 
 

  
§  Less likely to agree: The outdoors are a place where you’re meant to 

disconnect from technology and the digital world: 38%^ (80) 
§  Less likely to agree: Technology is an important part of enhancing their outdoor 

experience: 5%^ (31) 
 

DEVICES USED IN GENERAL 
Use on a regular basis 
 

LESS LIKELY TO USE 
§  Tablets: 35%^ (80) 
§  Cell Phone (non-smartphone): 21%^ (78) 
§  GPS or other tech gadgets: 12%^ (55) 

 

USING TECH FOR THE OUTDOORS 
 

  
LESS LIKELY TO VISIT SITES TO 
Do anything related to the outdoors (e.g., find inspiration, discover new activities, 
read about gear/apparel) 

 
 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly 
lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; All indices are to Total (across all 7 segments) Base: Segment 7 (n=353) 

GENERALLY UNENGAGED WITH OUTDOORS, NOT CONSIDERING TECH  

LESS LIKELY TO SEEK ANYTHING RELATED TO THE OUTDOORS ONLINE 

NORMAL USE OR NO USE AT ALL 
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A COMPARISON & 
MACRO VIEW OF THE 
SEGMENTS 
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THE ACHIEVER THE OUTDOOR 
NATIVE 

THE URBAN 
ATHLETE 

THE 
ASPIRATIONAL 

CORE 
THE 

ATHLEISURIST THE SIDELINER THE 
COMPLACENT 

• Extreme 
• Everything 

outdoors 
• Engagement at 

it’s fullest 

• Highly involved 
• Established 
• Experience-

driven 

• Athletic 
• Stressed 
• Competitive 

• Adventure 
Seeking 

• Aspirational 
• Moderate 

• Low intensity 
• Enjoyment 
• Emotionally 

driven 

• Lessened 
involvement 

•  Inhibited 
•  Interested 

• Excluded 
• Unmotivated 
• Unfit 

DISTINGUISHING ATTITUDES 
• Much more 

active than 
others 

• Try to push their 
level of 
performance 

• Require highly 
technical gear 

• Support brands 
with social 
mission 

• Challenge 
themselves, but 
don’t care about 
being the best 

• Get kids involved 
in outdoors 

• Value 
experiences 

• See themselves 
active into old 
age 

• More active than 
outdoorsy 

• Grew up in team 
sports 

• Very busy & 
struggle to keep 
up activity level 

• Want to know 
how things buy/
wear are made 

• Focused on a 
few specific 
activities 

• Venture away 
from  home for 
outdoor activities 

• Value activity-
specific gear 

• Want style over 
function 

• Value 
experiences 

• Strive to be well 
rounded 

• Plan on being 
active into old 
age 

• Looking to 
disconnect from 
tech 

• Lessened 
participation over 
time 

• Stick to things 
they know and 
like 

• Still want to get 
outside 

• Struggle with 
their weight 

• Will never be 
extreme 

• Feel outdoor 
brands do not 
speak to them 

• Not highly 
active when 
outdoors 

• Struggle with 
their weight 

DISTINGUISHING MOTIVATORS 
• Everything, 

especially 
intensity & 
competition 

• Everything, 
especially 
physical health & 
defines who I am 

• Competing 
against others 

• Connecting with 
others 

• Thrill seeking 

• Exercise and 
improve my 
physical health 

 
• Primarily mental 

& emotional 
benefits, then 
physical 

• Sunshine & fresh 
air 

• Necessity 
(errands, 
commuting, 
walking dog) 

DISTINGUISHING BARRIERS 
• Nothing prevents 

them from 
getting outside 

• Free time • Many barriers – 
time, activities 
for kids, don’t 
like to get dirty 

• Cost of outdoor 
equipment and 
apparel (want 
quality not top of 
the line) 

• Free time 
•  I don’t have 

anyone to 
participate with 

• Limited by their 
physical abilities 

• Difficulty level of 
certain activities 

• Significant 
physical and 
mental barriers 

SEGMENT COMPARISONS 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS 
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SEGMENT COMPARISONS 
OUTDOOR ENGAGEMENT 

THE ACHIEVER THE OUTDOOR 
NATIVE 

THE URBAN 
ATHLETE 

THE 
ASPIRATIONAL 

CORE 
THE 

ATHLEISURIST THE SIDELINER THE 
COMPLACENT 

TIME SPENT OUTSIDE PER WEEK 

 
 

27 

 
 

22 

 
 

24 

 
 

20 

 
 

19 

 
 

13 

 
 
11 

NUMBER OF TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN PAST YEAR 

 
 

7.4 

 
 

6.8 

 
 

5.0 

 
 

5.1 

 
 

3.8 

 
 

2.3 

 
 

2.0 

NUMBER OF NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATED IN PAST YEAR 

 
 

13.0 

 
 

12.6 

 
 

8.7 

 
 

10.4 

 
 

10.1 

 
 

8.2 

 
 

8.0 

CONSIDER THEMSELVES OUTDOORSY (OUT OF 7)  

 
 

6-7 

 
 

6-7 

 
 
6 

 
 
5 

 
 

4-5 

 
 

2-4 

 
 

1-3 
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THE ACHIEVER THE OUTDOOR 
NATIVE 

THE URBAN 
ATHLETE 

THE 
ASPIRATIONAL 

CORE 
THE 

ATHLEISURIST THE SIDELINER THE 
COMPLACENT 

GENDER SKEW 
Female: 38%^  
Male: 62%* 

Female: 45%^ 
Male: 55%* 

Female: 39%^ 
Male: 61%* 

Female: 43%^  
Male: 57%*  

Female: 59%*  
Male: 41%^ 

Female: 61%* 
Male: 39%^ 

Female: 67%*  
Male: 33%^ 

AGE SKEW 

61%* between 
ages 25-44 

26%* between 
ages 35-44 

61%* between 
ages 18-34 

51%* between 
ages 18-34 

60%* between 
ages 45-65 

71%* between 
ages 45-65 

53%* between 
ages 45-65 

KIDS IN THE HOUSEHOLD SKEW 
56%* have 
children in their 
household 

45% have children 
in their household 

60%* have 
children in their 
household 

45% have children 
in their household 

34%^ have 
children in their 
household 

29%^ have 
children in their 
household 

29%^ have children 
living in their 
household 

SEGMENT COMPARISONS 
DISTINGUISHING DEMOGRAPHICS 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly lower than Total at a 90% confidence level 
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THE ACHIEVER THE OUTDOOR 
NATIVE 

THE URBAN 
ATHLETE 

THE 
ASPIRATIONAL 

CORE 
THE 

ATHLEISURIST THE SIDELINER THE 
COMPLACENT 

ETHNICITY SKEWS 

23%* Hispanic 
19%* African 

American 
8%* Asian 

61% Caucasian 
20% Hispanic 

23%* Hispanic 
8%* Asian 

59% Caucasian 
8%* Asian 

75%* Caucasian 73%* Caucasian 74%* Caucasian 

LOCATION 
Live in a city 
center: 28%* 
Live in city 
outskirts:  
16% 

(no significant 
skews based on 
location)  
 
 

Live in a city 
center: 33%* 
 

(no significant 
skews based on 
location)  
 

Live in a rural 
area: 15%* 
 

Live in a small 
town or rural 
area: 30%* 

Live in suburbs 
near a small/mid-
sized city: 18% 
Live in a small 
town: 15%* 
 

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

$82,100 $75,700 $80,700 $74,600 $67,000 $54,400 $64,000 

SEGMENT COMPARISONS 
DISTINGUISHING DEMOGRAPHICS 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total (across all 7 segments) at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly lower than Total at a 90% confidence level 
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SEGMENT COMPARISONS 
BREAKDOWN BY GENERATION 

14% 10%^ 14% 
18%* 

12% 

4%^ 

10% 

22%* 

20% 

12%^ 

19% 

28%* 14% 

18%* 

13% 

10%^ 
20% 

32%* 
19% 

7%^ 
12% 

11% 15%* 

10% 

10% 13%* 11% 
5%^ 

Total Millennials (18-33) Gen X (34-49) Boomers (50+) 

The Achiever 

The Outdoor Native 

The Urban Athlete 

The Aspirational Core 

The Athleisurist 

The Sideliner 

The Complacent 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly lower than Total at a 90% confidence level; Base: Total (N=2,562), Millennials (n=833), Gen X 
(n=844), Boomers (n=835) 
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SEGMENT COMPARISONS 
BREAKDOWN BY GENERATION & GENDER 

9% 
6%^ 

8% 

13%* 

18% 
14%^ 

20% 
22%* 

9% 

2%^ 

8% 

18%* 
14% 

7%^ 

12% 

26%* 

16% 

8%^ 

15% 

26%* 23% 

16%^ 

24% 

29%* 

16% 

20%* 

13% 

14% 
12% 

16%* 

12% 

6%^ 

24% 

40%* 25% 

9%^ 15% 

25%* 

13% 

5%^ 
13% 9%^ 

17%* 

12% 10% 
11% 

12% 

8% 12% 15% 14% 
8%^ 7% 11%* 7% 

3%^ 

Total Males Millennial Males 
(18-33)  

Gen X Males 
(34-49) 

Boomer Males 
(50-65) 

Total Females Millennial 
Females (18-33) 

Gen X Females 
(34-49) 

Boomer 
Females (50-65) 

*indicates statistically significantly higher than Total Males/Females at a 90% confidence level; ^indicates statistically significantly lower than Total Males/Females at a 90% confidence level; Base: Total Males (n=1,268), Millennial Males (n=406), 
Gen X Males (n=438), Boomer Males (n=424), Total Females (n=1,294), Millennial Females (n=477), Gen X Females (n=406), Boomer Females (n=411) 

The Achiever 

The Outdoor Native 

The Urban Athlete 

The Aspirational Core 

The Athleisurist 

The Sideliner 

The Complacent 
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SEGMENT COMPARISONS 
PERCENTAGE OF SPEND 

14% 
4% 

12% 

4% 

20% 

12% 

14% 

14% 

20% 

33% 

12% 

16% 

10% 
17% 

Percentage of Outdoor Consumers Percentage of Spend (on apparel, footwear, 
equipment, and gadgets/electronics used in the 

outdoors) 

The Achiever 

The Outdoor Native 

The Urban Athlete 

The Aspirational Core 

The Athleisurist 

The Sideliner 

The Complacent 
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THE SEVEN SEGMENTS 
A MACRO VIEW 

LOW 
CATEGORY 

SPEND 

SPEND Is based on 
the net dollar 
amount spent on 
apparel, footwear, 
equipment, and 
gadgets/electronics 
for the outdoors in 
the past year 

HIGH 
CATEGORY 

SPEND 
OUTDOOR  
ENGAGEMENT Is 
based on the net 
traditional & non-
traditional activities 
participated in within 
the past year 
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THE SEVEN SEGMENTS 
A MACRO VIEW 

LOW 
CATEGORY 

SPEND 

HIGH 
CATEGORY 

SPEND 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

The Achiever 

The Outdoor Native 

The Urban Athlete 

The Aspirational Core 

The Athleisurist 

The Sideliner 

The Complacent 
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NEGLECTED 
Consumers that 
present challenges 
for the industry to 
engage with 

NOW 
Consumers the industry knows 

NEXT 
Consumers that offer 
opportunities for the 
industry 

HIGH 
CATEGORY 

SPEND 

LOW 
CATEGORY 

SPEND 

THE SEVEN SEGMENTS 
A MACRO VIEW 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

The Achiever 

The Outdoor Native 

The Urban Athlete 

The Aspirational Core 

The Athleisurist 

The Sideliner 

The Complacent 
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APPENDIX 
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ACTIVITY PARTICIPATATION DEMOGRAPHICS 

URBAN/RURAL 
City center 21% 
City outskirts 13% 
Suburbs near a major city 29% 
Suburbs near a small/mid-size city 15% 
Small town 11% 
Rural area 11% 

Total 
Participated in at least one 

traditional activity in the past year 

Participated in only non-
traditional activities in the past 
year (no traditional activities)  

Base N=2,562 n=2289 n=273 
GENDER 

Male 50% 50% 44% 
Female 51% 50% 56% 

AGE 
18-24 13% 14% 7% 
25-34 25% 26% 13% 
35-44 20% 20% 15% 
45-54 22% 21% 31% 
55-65 20% 18% 35% 

ETHNICITY 
Caucasian 64% 64% 58% 
Hispanic 17% 17% 13% 
African American 13% 11% 25% 
Asian 5% 5% 3% 
Other 2% 2% 1% 

REGION 
Northeast 19% 19% 18% 
Midwest 21% 21% 23% 
South 36% 36% 34% 
West 24% 24% 25% 

KIDS IN HOUSEHOLD 
Kids 43% 45% 21% 
No Kids 57% 55% 79% 
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TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES 

NON-TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES 

§  Trail running  
§  Running / jogging (outdoors)  
§  Mountain biking  
§  Bicycling (on a road / paved surface)  
§  Rafting  
§  Bird watching / Wildlife viewing  
§  Fishing / Fly fishing  
§  Skiing (Alpine / Downhill)  
§  Skiing (Cross-country)  
§  Snowboarding  
§  Rock climbing (outdoor)  
§  Boating / Sailing  
§  Kayaking  
§  Canoeing  
§  Stand-up paddle-boarding / Windsurfing  
§  Surfing  
§  Day hiking (not overnight)  
§  Car camping  
§  Camping (e.g., walk-in, hike-in)  
§  Backpacking (overnight)  
§  Hunting   
§  Water skiing / wakeboarding   
§  Swimming (in a pool, lake, ocean, etc.) 
§  Participating in a running race (e.g., 5K, 10K, marathon, 

triathlon) 

§  Walking for enjoyment (e.g., around a city, neighborhood)  
§  Walking for a specific purpose (e.g., walk the dog, run 

errands) Commuting to work/school by bicycle 
§  Playing outside  
§  Relaxing outside  
§  Going to the beach  
§  Going to a park or playground Golfing Doing drills, boot 

camps, etc. outside Outdoor yoga (e.g., on the beach, in 
a park)  

§  Horseback riding  
§  Geocaching  
§  Playing team sports outside (e.g., basketball, soccer, 

volleyball, frisbee)  
§  Barbecuing or picnicking 
§  Gardening / doing yard work 
§  Attending outdoor concerts or festivals  
§  Attending community activities (e.g., farmer’s markets, 

fairs, parades) Tailgating or spectating an outdoor 
sporting event  

§  Participating in an obstacle race (e.g., Tough Mudder) 
§  Parkour  
§  Paintballing  
§  Sightseeing  
§  Scenic-driving / road-tripping  
§  Skateboarding   


